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Abstract 
This thesis presents the results from a historical analysis and a valuation of Ekornes Group. 

Ekornes Group is the largest furniture producer in Norway, and a leading furniture producer 

located in the Nordic region. Ekornes have three major product lines and registered trademarks, 

Stressless®, Svane® and Ekornes®. 

The main purpose of the paper is to provide the reader with a theoretical value of Ekornes Group. 

In order to do so, a number of mathematical and statistical approaches are being applied in an in-

depth analysis of Ekornes historic economical performance and cost of capital estimation. 

The thesis is largely based on the framework for valuation by McKinsey & Co, namely their 

enterprise discounted cash flow model. The financial statements have been reorganized to reflect 

economic value and measures of economical profitability based on the recommendations from 

McKinsey & Co.  

The discounted free cash flow model applied to the case of Ekornes Group indicates an equity 

value of approximately NOK 3.4 billion, NOK 91.99 per share.  The estimated value of Ekornes 

Group is higher than the value of which the company was trading at on the base date. The 

theoretical value indicates that Ekornes Group could be undervalued by the market. 

A number of tools have been applied to validate the result from the discounted free cash flow 

model. Checking the integrity of the results is an important part of this report, as the future is 

highly uncertain to predict multiple assumptions have been made in the valuation process.   

The main conclusion drawn from the different analytical tools, included validity checking is that 

the value estimated by the discounted free cash flow method is the best current estimate. If a 

recommendation on a position in Ekornes ASA stock should be made on the basis of this thesis, it 

would advocate a buy recommendation.  
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Preface 

The scope of this thesis is to acquire the theoretical value for the Ekornes Group. Ekornes Group 

is a furniture producer located in Norway and is publicly traded on Oslo Stock Exchange. A 

further introduction of Ekornes is presented in chapter 2.  

Company valuation is an essential part of publicly traded companies in all parts of the company’s 

life span on the stock exchange. Assessments of the company are crucial for both existing and 

future stock holders. A valuation is also useful for privately held companies, especially in 

situations where the privately held company is sold. As Ekornes Group is publicly traded on Oslo 

Stock Exchange the purpose of this thesis will be to investigate whether Ekornes Group is 

correctly valued by the market, and give a recommendation to buy, sell or hold Ekornes ASA 

stock. As a consequence of being publically traded valuation will be done based on external 

information available in the market. 

A company’s value today is defined as the expected future cash flows discounted by the 

company’s cost of capital. Both elements are based on predictions of the future and will therefore 

contain vast amounts of uncertainty. As a result of the uncertainty of the future, both historical 

analysis and analysis of validity of the future assumptions are required in a valuation of a 

company.   

In a valuation of a company it is essential to identify what factors that create value for the 

company and whether these factors will continue to create value in the future. Thus a valuation 

report need to identify value drivers in order to determine the value created by the company.  

1.2. Objective and problem statement 

The thesis subject is company valuation, and the general problem statement and subject 

delimitation is  

“An analysis and valuation of Ekornes Group”. 

Within this general problem statement the thesis will also give answer to the main research 

question;  
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“What is the theoretical value of Ekornes Group?” 

Furthermore, in order to answer the main research question, a sub research question is 

introduced; 

“What is the most accurate cost of capital for Ekornes Group?” 

The main research question will be answered through different mechanisms of analysis, strategic, 

historic financial and forecasting of future prospects. The sub research question is closely linked 

to the general problem statement, because without an accurate cost of capital the valuation 

process will be unreliable. To find an answer to the sub research question involves projecting the 

equity risk premium in Norway, future zero coupon rates and by applying different theoretic 

models of asset pricing.   

1.3. Methodology and applied theory 
The purpose of this study is to provide a theoretical value of Ekornes Group with insights to the 

value creation process. This section will explain and elaborate on the methodology and theory 

used in this study. As the objective of this thesis is to provide a theoretical answer to a practical 

problem, the main challenge of this paper is to apply the relevant theory to solve the problem. 

With this in mind, any choice of approaches or assumptions will exclude other possible paths and 

thus impact the final results. Therefore, the paper will strive to formulate paramount assumptions 

under the limitations of the problem statement and thesis framework. 

The project is built on theories in applied strategy, the rule of law that outranks the principle of 

economics in the methods and technicalities of accounting, empirical results between 

fundamentals and value, and best practice in valuation, all with an anchorage in modern financial 

theory. As a result of the nature in applying theory to a practical problem the thesis will use 

multiple scientific and practical approaches, including descriptive, quantitative and qualitative 

research methods. The thesis will utilize statistical and mathematical methods in order to answer 

the main and sub research question.    

The theory that speaks to the respective practical problem will be discussed when the problem is 

tackled. Thereby all relevant theories, litterateur reviews and assumptions that will be employed 

in order to define the path of the thesis will be introduced in the respective chapter where the 

problem is solved.    
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1.4. Data 
Firm specific data. 

The data used in this thesis consist mostly of accounting data collected through annual reports 

from Ekornes Group. The accounting data has been verified by state authorized auditors, so it can 

be considered reliable. None the less, in the historical financial statement analysis the quality of 

the data will be examined. The thesis will use annual accounts data from 2003 to 2007 and the 

provisional accounts for 2008. Under this period Ekornes is reporting in accordance with the 

general accepted accounting principles under International Financial Reporting Standard (IFRS).  

The latest financial statement data has been used, i.e. accounting figures from 2004 is extracted 

from the 2006 financial reports. However, this method of data gathering has not been applied to 

the 2008 preliminary financial reports, due to its possibility of containing distorted data. 

The 2008 provisional financial statements not only lack the possibility of precise data, it has also 

been simplified to some degree; some posts in the income statement and balance sheet has been 

merged and the use of delimitation of reporting in NOK millions instead of the usual NOK 

thousand increases the possibility of rounding errors. Furthermore, the provisional statements are 

accompanied with less information in the appended notes which furthers the use of assumptions. 

In the provisional income statement two main assumptions have been made in order to reorganize 

the income statement; (1) acquired interest from cash holdings and (2) salaries. (1) In the 

provisional statement the posts financial income and financial expense have been merged. The 

interest received by cash deposits is assumed to be the only source of financial income and has 

been estimated to be the interest received on the average cash deposits through 2008 where the 

interest rate is the average risk free rate. Financial expenses have been estimated to be the net 

financial income and expense less the financial income. (2) In 2008 a reversal of previous bonus 

schemes has been reversed. The sum of reported salaries and the reversal of bonuses are defined 

as the cost of salaries in 2008. 

In the provisional balance sheet also two main assumptions has been made for the same purpose; 

(1) The post of provisions and commitments contains the merged posts pension liabilities and 

deferred tax liabilities. In the reorganized balance sheet for 2008 pension liabilities are assumed 

to be equal to pension liabilities in 2007. Deferred tax liabilities are thereby estimated to be 

reported provisions and commitments less assumed pension liabilities. (2) The posts public taxes 
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payable and company taxes payable has been merged into one line item, company taxes, VAT, 

etc. This post has been split into the respective posts by the same ratio which the merged posts in 

the 2007 annual reports. This last estimation of line items in the reorganized balance sheet has no 

impact on measurement of performance or the valuation of Ekornes Group.    

Market data. 

Market data has mainly been gathered through the financial database Thompson DataStream. 

Some additional data have been gathered through Norges Bank, Oslo Stock Exchange (OSE), 

Statistics Norway and the International Monetary Fund (IMF).  

The time series used in calculating the equity premium on the Norwegian stock market are 

combined time series from multiple sources, Thompson DataStream, Norges Bank historical data 

and Oslo Stock Exchange historical linked indices.  

Comparables. 

The data applied in the multiple analysis of Ekornes’ comparable companies have been gathered 

through Yahoo!® Finance Industry Center: Home Furnishings & Fixtures. 

1.5. Delimitation and scope of project 
The scope of this thesis is to find the theoretical value of Ekornes Group. It is beyond the scope 

of this thesis to include comparables in the in-depth analysis of historical performance and the in-

depth industry analysis to enhance the analysis quality. Comparables are on the other hand 

included in chapter 6 as a tool of checking the validity of the estimated value of Ekornes Group.  

The relevant theories applied in this thesis have been taught through the courses in Applied 

Economics and Finance and some electives available at Copenhagen Business School. It is 

therefore beyond the scope of this thesis to do a full forecast of income statement and balance 

sheet. Thus, a simplified model for forecasting will be applied.  

This thesis will be based on an external view of Ekornes Group and the furniture industry. 

Recommendations to for example increase efficiency and alternate strategic goals will be 

considered beyond the scope of this thesis; however some assumptions are made in the forecast 

processes. 
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2. Presentation of Ekornes Group 

Ekornes Group is the largest furniture producer in Norway, and a leading furniture producer 

located in the Nordic region. Ekornes have three major product lines and registered trademarks, 

Stressless®, Svane® and Ekornes®. According to Ekornes, the Stressless® brand is the best known 

brand name of the three outside Norway.   

Stressless’® main product line is relaxing chairs, but in the later years also sofas has been 

marketed under the Stressless® brand name. The sofas in the Stressless® collection has the same 

features as Stressless® relaxing chairs, namely adjustable back-ends which makes the difference 

between Stressless® sofas and the Ekornes® Collection. Ekornes® Collection is a high quality sofa 

collection from Ekornes, while the Svane® brand consists of high class mattresses. All products 

from Ekornes could be considered to be in the high-end quality product segment.  

All production is undertaken in Norway, and the factories are located on the west coast of 

Norway. The production facilities are organized after product area, while the general and shared 

services are maintained by one centralized division, the group’s parent company.  

In Table 1 the key figures from Ekornes operating activities and key market information are 

exhibited. The data regarding Ekornes operations are computed and closely examined in chapter 

4.  

Table 1 - Key figures 2004 - 2008 

In 1000 NOK 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008
Revenue 2 247 543kr    2 291 512kr    2 507 280kr    2 573 593kr    2 673 100kr   
EBITDA 571 805kr        514 387kr        604 605kr        560 922kr        582 600kr       
Adj. EBITA 495 805kr        435 317kr        521 224kr        471 474kr        469 080kr       

ROIC 28,20 % 24,75 % 24,82 % 28,55 % 23,61 %
Dividend ratio 82,52 % 91,10 % 80,36 % 89,10 % 37,08 %
No. Shares 36 828              36 829              36 830              36 831              36 832             
Share price 132,00kr          120,00kr          143,00kr          95,50kr            67,00kr           
Market value 4 861 296kr    4 419 480kr    5 266 690kr    3 517 361kr    2 467 744kr     

As the numbers indicate, Ekornes has experienced growth in revenues each year. However the 

operating profits (Adjusted EBITA) has experienced slight negative trend over all. The return on 

invested capital (ROIC) has been variable throughout the analysis period with a high and low of 
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28.55% and 23.61% respectively. The market value of Ekornes on end-of-year exhibits the same 

trend as the adjusted EBITA, an overall negative trend. In 2008 the world economy headed into a 

cyclical downturn, and it’s believed to have a negative impact on Ekornes as well; lower returns 

(ROIC), a significant cut in the dividend payout ratio and a lower share price, all of which to 

some degree can be contributed to a cyclical economy. An in-debt analysis of Ekornes’ historical 

performance is provided in chapter 4.  

By the segment reporting in Ekornes’ annual reports it’s possible to identify the geographical 

markets where Ekornes is represented. The information from the annual reports has been 

summarized into more general geographic locations. Ekornes Group is represented in the 

furniture market throughout the world and the advanced economies herein. In Figure 1 Ekornes 

revenues are exhibited as a percentage by the markets where Ekornes is represented.  
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100 %
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Figure 1 - Revenues by market 

As the figure indicates, Europe is the most important market for Ekornes. North America is also a 

significant market. Norway is still an important market for Ekornes; however Norway has less 

growth prospects for the future especially when compared to North America and Asia. While 

most of the revenue from Ekornes operations is generated through exports, as the figure indicates, 

most of Ekornes costs are in Norwegian Kroner (NOK). This makes Ekornes very exposed for 

changes in exchange rates, thus Ekornes profits will be exposed for exchange rate effects. The 

impacts of foreign exchange rates are important in the historical analysis of Ekornes, but in 

valuation perspective exchange rates does not have any effect on free cash flows as the best 

estimate of future exchange rates are today’s exchange rate.  
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The segment reporting in Ekornes’ annual reports also contains information on the distribution of 

revenues by brand name. The notes make a distinction between Stressless® and Stressless® sofas. 

For the purpose of Figure 2, both products are reported under a single header. 
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Figure 2 - Revenue by product 

Ekornes main brand Stressless® has continued to be the most sold product throughout the analysis 

period, with a total increase in sales of 25.5%. In 2007 94% of the revenues generated from 

Stressless® came from exports. On the other hand the Ekornes® Collection has become less 

revenue generating for Ekornes. Ekornes contributes this change in revenue generation from 

increased internal competition from the Stressless® sofa collection. Thus Stressless® sofas can be 

considered a substitute for Ekornes® Collection. 

Over the five year period the revenues from Ekornes® Collection has declined 60.6%. The main 

production of Ekornes® Collection has occurred in the Stranda manufacturing plant. This plant 

however is being closed down in January 2009. The future production of Ekornes® Collection 

will be done at the Hareid plant alongside Stressless® sofas. According to Ekornes the Ekornes® 

Collection will be continued as it facilitates as a complementary product along Stressless® chairs. 

As with Stressless® the main source of revenues are contributed by exports. 

Svane’s® strongest and main market is Norway, where most of the revenues occurs. In 2008 

revenues from the Norwegian market were down. The secondary market for Svane® mattresses 

are the rest of the Nordic area. According to the preliminary financial statements for 2008, the 

revenues were slightly increased in the rest of the Nordic region. The last couple of years the 
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Netherlands and Germany have been the targeted markets for increased revenues through exports. 

According to annual reports the efforts are positive, but the increase in revenues remains low. 

With the prospects of a cyclical downturn in advanced economies, it is estimated that the process 

of increasing revenues of Svane® mattresses through exports will take longer than expected. 

Below, the Ekornes Group stock performance is illustrated and compared to the benchmark 

index. The figures have been indexed from May 1st 1995 with a base value of 100. 
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Figure 3 – Historical stock performance 1995-2008 

Overall the Ekornes stock (EKO) has performed very well since its initial public offering on Oslo 

Stock Exchange in 1995. The average1 yearly return from May 1st 1995 until December 31st 2008 

was 24.2 %, over twice as much as the benchmark index, Oslo Stock Exchange All-Share Index 

(OSEAX), which had an average yearly return of 10.54 % in the same period.  

                                                 
1 Arithmetic average return.   
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Figure 4 - Historical stock performance 2004-2008 

The period from 2004 until mid-year of 2008 has been overall an exceptionally good period for 

the Norwegian stock market; however the Ekornes stock has not kept up with the booming stock 

market and has been outperformed by the market in this period. There could be several 

explanations for the poor stock performance in this period and they will be explored in-depth 

throughout this paper. 

Nevertheless a priori expectation about the stock performance in this period compared the 

Norwegian stock market is that Oslo Stock Exchange is dominated by raw materials; oil, and 

services related to oil production, all of which have had an exceptional peak during this period, 

while Ekornes has had an overall small negative trend in financial performance.  
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3. Strategic analysis 

A strategically analysis of a company is an important tool to understand which factors, both on 

the micro- and macroeconomic level, that influences both the industry and company itself in 

order to create value. In this chapter three different analysis tools will be applied to examine the 

firm environment on the macro level, industry level and micro level before giving a conclusion 

on the strategic position of Ekornes Group.  

“Ekornes aims to be its distributors’ most cost effective supplier and the industry’s leading 

manufacturer of brand name furniture, with attractive products and marketing concepts” 

- Ekornes’ strategic goal, Annual Report 2007 

3.1. PEST analysis 

The PEST analysis is a tool to evaluate the external factors which has an influence on company 

performance. The analysis is divided into four main groups; political and judicial factors (P), 

economical factors (E), sociological factors (S) and technological factors (T). The PEST analysis 

is not a “stand alone” tool for strategic analysis, but contributes to a broader analysis of the 

company’s environment.  

3.1.1. Political and judicial factors 

The Ekornes Group is neither threatened nor given excess opportunities from political and 

juridical factors. The broad Norwegian political environment applies industry-neutral policies, 

with a few exceptions such as shipping and oil production. Ekornes is obliged to follow the 

general rule of law for businesses operating in Norway and is imposed additional regulation and 

guidelines for publicly traded companies. However, the location of the manufacturing plants is 

located outside central areas of Norway and stimulation to expand businesses in these areas is a 

political priority. This is intervened with the sociological factors such as demographics which are 

discussed below.   

Most of Ekornes’ production is exported outside the Norwegian market and Norway’s 

membership in the European Union’s European Economic Area (EEA agreement) gives Ekornes 

easy access to the internal market of the European Union and forces both Norwegian Government 

and companies to apply and follow the European Union directives. Also Norway’s membership 
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in the World Trade Organization (WTO) eases exports outside Norway and the European 

Economic Area, and few, if any, trade barriers exists when exporting furniture.   

3.1.2. Economical factors 

Ekornes Group is sensitive to cyclical changes in the economy as their products are considered 

being price elastic, price elasticity greater than 1. Below a table containing projected growth in 

gross domestic product (GDP) is presented. Ekornes market consists of mostly western advanced 

economies. For 2009 a low growth rate is expected which will influence Ekornes revenue, also in 

2010 a low growth rate is expected in the major advanced economies and the Euro area. Low 

growth in advanced economies will have a negative impact on Ekornes sales as most of the 

furniture production is consumed in Western countries (advanced economies). 

From 2010 until 2013 a more normal rate of growth in GDP is expected, and conversely this is 

positive for Ekornes sales. However, growth in the economy can be very hard to predict and 

growth rates after 2009 are highly uncertain.  

Inflation is also projected to be moderate in this period2, approximately 2% annual inflation 

which is the target rate of most central banks3.     

Table 2 – GDP growth, World Economic Outlook 

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013
Advanced economies 0.473 2.005 2.886 2.772 2.520
‐ Subgroups
Major advanced economies (G7 countries) 0.136 1.738 2.737 2.542 2.209
Euro area  0.183 1.346 1.966 2.157 2.247
Advanced economies ex. G7 and euro area 2.458 3.640 3.977 4.029 4.012  

A future expansion into newly industrialized countries in Asia is a part of Ekornes strategy 

according to their annual reports. The projected growth in GDP is higher in this area than in the 

western advanced economies, approximately 4-5 % annual. However the spending rate in these 

                                                 
2 Except for projected inflation for other advanced economies which are projected to be in the 

range of 2.4 to 3.3%, IMF World Economic Outlook October 2008. 
3 Target rate of inflation for Norges Bank is 2.5%. 
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countries is lower than in the western countries which could affect future revenue in these 

markets.   

Ekornes Group profits are also affected by exchange rates as nearly all of their cost is in 

Norwegian Kroner (NOK) as all production is undertaken in Norway and the majority of the 

revenue is in foreign currency, mostly in Euro and US dollar as the Euro area and North America 

is their primary markets. The currently weak NOKUSD and NOKEUR exchange rates and 

prospects of future low exchange rates will have a positive effect for Ekornes. Conversely the last 

couple of years a weak USDNOK have affected both the profits and stock price of Ekornes 

Group tremendously.    

Also hedging of currency risk could be difficult for Ekornes if entering into markets in Asia as 

their financial systems often is heavily regulated and financial instruments needed to hedge 

currency risk or undertake natural hedging may not be available and/or feasible.   

3.1.3. Sociological factors 

Recent high activity in the Norwegian economy has reduced the unemployment rate to 2.6 %, 

which is considered low. The unemployment rate is projected to increase to 4.5 % by 20114. In 

general the low unemployment rate causes difficulties recruiting skilled labor, especially those of 

higher education. Yet this may not be as problematic for Ekornes Group productions in Norway 

as their plants are located in such a way that their employees and the local community are highly 

dependent on Ekornes. This dependence has caused their employees to be highly loyal towards 

Ekornes, and Ekornes has returned this loyalty be announcing not to relocate nor offshore any 

manufacturing plants.   

3.1.4. Technological factors 

Technological improvements have become available to increase the efficiency of furniture 

manufacturing plants. Automated manufacturing facilities have been introduced to some of 

Ekornes plants, and the evolution of renewing all plants to modern technology is currently in 

process.  

                                                 
4 Current rate and projections on unemployment rate are provided by Statistics Norway, 

December 4th 2008. 
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All though technology can increase production efficiency, increase production speed, the input 

factors in the production process are standardized and benefits regarding increased utilization of 

input factors and increased quality of the end-product through new technology are rather limited.  

3.2. Porters five forces 

To analyze the industry and the competition for Ekornes Group the model developed by Porter 

(1980), known as Porters Five Forces, is applied. The model analyze the five forces that influence 

competition in an industry; it examines the industry to identify competitors and their advantages 

in competition, the power of clients and suppliers, all of which has a direct impact on Ekornes 

operations. The model is presented in Figure 5.  

 

Figure 5 – Porters five forces 

3.2.1. Barriers of entry 

In the furniture industry there are few barriers of entry;  

(1). The industry does not require large amounts of capital to start production. This makes it 

relatively easy for new participants entering the market.  
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(2). The industry is in general not very vertically or horizontal integrated and the lack of this 

integration create to some degree a absence of economics of scale and scope. On the other hand 

there are some effects of economics of scale in mass-producing furniture.  

(3). In general, government does not apply special laws and regulation for the furniture industry. 

This makes global trade easier to undertake.   

(4). The only factor that to some degree can generate barriers of entry is in the distribution and 

retailer level. On the retail level of the industry specialized retailers are common, and entry into 

their product range can be difficult for new producers.   

3.2.2. Competition and rivalry  

The furniture industry consists of many firms, especially on the international market. The present 

concentration ratio for the domestic furniture industry in large advanced economies, like USA5 

and UK6, is low. Furthermore, a survey from the mid 1980’s also show a very low concentration 

ratio for the global market, and with increased globalization a further decrease in the 

concentration ratio is to be expected. A low concentration ratio indicates fierce competition and 

the very low numbers in the furniture industry almost suggest perfect competition, though the 

industry generates super profit and certainly don’t fulfill all the required assumptions of perfect 

competition. As consequence of the low concentration ratio there is no market leader with a 

significant market share of which can make the furniture market unstable and the competition 

fiercer.  

Yet in the high-end market, in which Ekornes compete, it is not likely the competition will take 

form as price competition as this would lead to less consumer credibility and ultimately the 

products would be degraded from high-end to middle or low-end products in the eyes of the 

consumer. In the high-end market the competition takes the form of branding, design and so forth 

and companies with well known brands in their portfolio will gain a competitive advantage. 

In general there are no or few barriers of exit in the furniture manufacturing industry other than 

typical expenses such as commitments to employees and other third parties. However, highly 

                                                 
5 The Bureau of Census, USA 
6 UK Statistics Authority 
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specialized plants for furniture manufacturing would be could be an exit barrier for some 

producers. Both low barriers of entry and exit can boost competition in the industry. 

3.2.3. Power of substitutes 

In the high-end furniture market there are few substitutes, especially with respect to the product 

segments Ekornes produce, mainly living room and secondly bed room furniture. But in the low-

end market there are substitutes in these product segments, e.g. combined beds and sofas.  

The most threatening substitute in the high-end market is replacing the upholstery; the quality is 

high and instead of buying new products replacing the upholstery extends the life time of the 

product. However in the case of Ekornes this substitute is not feasible as the cost of replacing the 

upholstery would be close to replace the furniture with new products as their products are not 

built for it and if necessary it has to be done at Ekornes plants.    

3.2.4. Power of clients 

Because of the high intensity of the competition in the furniture industry one could expect that 

clients on the retail level hold some power in negotiations with the manufacturers. And in the 

middle- and low-end market this could be the case, nevertheless this seems not to the case in the 

high-end market; among others, Ekornes chooses their retailers carefully and only chose retailers 

whom they think could benefit the brands in their portfolio. This suggests that costumers hold 

little power over the suppliers in this market.  

Because of the lack of vertical integration in the furniture industry the manufacturers to some 

degree hold some power over the buyers. They have the possibility to integrate forward, to own 

their own retail outlets, e.g. Ikea in the low-end market. This fact diminishes the power of the 

buyer. Furthermore, the end-users are fragmented, small and plentiful, and cannot hold power 

over the retailer. This is the case with most consumer products.   

The only identifiable source of some sort of buying power hold by the clients is the absence of 

switching costs. When furniture is bought for the first time or replaced it is easy for the end-user 

to choose another brand of furniture. Yet this buyer power would not weight up for the other 

factors mentioned above of which reduces the buying power.  
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3.2.5. Power of suppliers 

The basic input factors except labor in the production of furniture are: 

(1). Wood, (2). Textiles, (3). Leather, (4.) Metals, (5.) Chemicals. 

All of these input factors are fairly standardized; as a consequence the suppliers have little or no 

edge over the costumers making the furniture producer the stronger part. Additionally, there are 

many suppliers of these commodities and the individual firm, both costumer (manufacturer) and 

supplier, have little influence on the market price.  

The suppliers are not threatened by backward (vertical) integration; most likely it will not be 

economical profitable for the furniture manufacturers to integrate backwards as it might be to 

integrate forward as mentioned in the section on buyer power, this is an issue which can enhance 

supplier power.  

The standardization of input factors and the number of suppliers also reduces switching cost for 

the manufacturers, also a cause of reduced supplier power.  As mentioned in one of the previous 

sections above the high number of furniture manufactures reduces their costumer power, giving 

neither the producers nor the suppliers a strategic advantage. As a consequence the price is set by 

the aggregated demand and supply in the respective commodity market.  

3.3. SWOT analysis 

SWOT analysis is a tool to identify strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats both on the 

micro and macro level of the firm. The SWOT analysis also uses elements and findings from the 

other two strategic analysis models introduced in the previous subchapters, PEST and Porters five 

forces. The model is good to determine the company in question ability to compete, and whether 

the company’s strategy is aligned to meet both the changes and challenges that will appear in the 

future. A more detailed analysis regarding Ekornes Group profitability and financial position is 

undertaken in chapter 4, historical financial statement analysis.  

3.3.1. Strengths  

• Strong brand name: 
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o Stressless® is the best known brand name in the European furniture market7.  

o All three brands in Ekornes portfolio, Stressless®, Svane® and Ekornes®, are there 

best known furniture brand names in Norway.  

• Strong market position:  

o This especially applies in the Nordic region, Norway, Denmark, Sweden and 

Finland, with Norway as market with strongest position. 

o In general strong enough market position to carefully chose retailers of which can 

benefit the Ekornes brand portfolio.  

• Immense loyalty by the employees.   

• Mature product portfolio. 

3.3.2. Weaknesses 

• Revenues are sensitive to changes in spendable income; products are price elastic. 

• Revenues are highly sensitive to varying exchange rates. 

• High labor costs. 

• Strong competition in the international furniture market.  

3.3.3. Opportunities 

• Expanding business into Asia and Middle-East 

o Increased economic growth in these areas can outweigh the lower projected 

growth in advanced western economies.  

o In general the projected growth in these areas will increase the total size of the 

furniture market. 

• Increasing brand awareness, especially for the Svane® and Ekornes® brand. 

• Increasing plant efficiency. 

o Reducing demand for manual labor. 

• The currently weak NOKUSD and NOKEUR exchange rates give Ekornes an advantage 

in the international markets on a short term basis. 

                                                 
7 Ekornes Annual Report 2007 p. 16. According to Ekornes 55 million people across Europe 

recognize the Stressless® brand and brand awareness is rising.  
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3.3.4. Threats 

• Low short term growth prospects in advanced economies. 

o Advanced western economies stands for 74 % of the retail total market8.  

o Issuing new debt instruments are severely weakened due to the international credit 

crunch. 

• Increased commodity prices. 

• Increased transportation costs. 

• Pirate copying in Asia.  

o Ekornes is currently involved in several lawsuits in China. 

3.4. Strategic summary 

Ekornes strategy regarding the nature of the competition in the furniture industry seems to be 

aligned as their main strategy is branding. The strong competition brand awareness is crucial for 

Ekornes, and according to their own survey they seem to be on track in the European market.  

Ekornes have achieved to gain a competitive advantage in the European market as their main 

product line; Stressless® is the best known furniture brand in this market.  

Ekornes is also trying to enter the Asian market. The Asian market of newly industrialized 

countries and countries on the path to be industrialized are expected to increase the total market 

for furniture in the future.  

Pirate copying is especially a threat for the expansion into these countries as there might be less 

information about Ekornes official retailers in these markets. However it is also a testament to the 

quality and the strong position of the Stressless® brand on the international market besides 

Europe. 

High labor costs in Norway, low growth in highly advanced economies and combined with rising 

prices on both raw materials and transportation could reduce revenues and profit on at least a 

short term basis.   

 
                                                 
8Centre for Industrial Studies, Milano, 2003. CSIL definition of advanced western economies: 

European Union included EEA and North America. 
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4. Financial statement analysis 

In this chapter a historical fundamental analysis of Ekornes Group is presented. The chapter 

contains discussions and calculations on accounting principles and techniques, reformulated 

financial statements to better reflect economic value, analysis of profitability and firm specific 

risk. The objective of this chapter is to identify value and forecast drivers in order to enhance the 

quality of the estimated value of Ekornes.  

4.1. Review of accounting principles, practice and economic value 
The analysis will start with an evaluation of accounting principles and how they affect the 

measurement of economic value both in general and specifically in the case of Ekornes Group. 

Discrepancies between accounting profitability and economic profitability could arise from 

incorrect use of accounting principles and/or from the accounting principles themselves.  

A firm has to some degree a freedom to choose between allowed alternative accounting 

principles and methods. By Norwegian law accounting principles should be used consistently 

over time to ensure the results are comparable over time. Any change in accounting policies are 

allowed only when the new policies better reflect economic value and thereby economic 

profitability, thus companies cannot change accounting principles on a regular basis to maximize 

their accounting value.   

In the analysis period on historical financial statements there has been a single change in 

accounting principles except when migrating from Norwegian General Accepted Accounting 

Principles (NGAAP) to International Financial Accounting Standards (IFRS) in 2005. 2004 was 

the first year of reporting according to IFRS. Yet only the figures in the annual accounts for 2004 

and the comparables for 2003 included in the annual accounts is measured by IFRS; the notes for 

2004 have been published based on NGAAP. This is a challenge which is discussed in the section 

on reformulated financial statements in subchapter 3. In general it can be stated that the migration 

to IFRS has improved the reflection of economic value. The implementation of IFRS and its 

implications is discussed in several sections throughout this subchapter. 

However, in 2006 Ekornes adopted the alternative method in IAS 19 for recognizing actuarial 

gains and losses regarding pension plans directly in equity. This change in accounting principles 

had no significant impact on the financial statements as these gains and losses are marginal.  
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The financial statements are constructed on a transaction based historical cost model; which 

states that the valuation and expenses charges should be measured by historical cost, the cost on 

the time of purchase. Exceptions are made when it is more adequate to measure value as market 

value, such as impairments of property, plant and equipment and marketable securities. An 

impairment of property, plant and equipment will distort the measurement of economic 

profitability. Ekornes has not impaired any PPE in the analysis period after the conversion to 

IFRS figures. Impairments are a part of the prudence principle. By NGAAP best practice of the 

prudence principle was valuing inventory to variable cost which distorts the measure of economic 

profitability. Valuing inventory to full cost was the alternative method which better reflect 

economic profitability. By IFRS all inventory of Ekornes is valued at full cost.  

Transactions have only taken place when the real risk and control over the asset or liability has 

shifted hands, and the value of transaction should be accounted on the time of the transaction, the 

transaction principle. This principle is especially important regarding the accounting treatment of 

leases. An operating lease is a lease where it is said that some, but not most of the risk and 

control has shifted hands and therefore the company does not have to include the value of the 

lease in its balance sheets. All Ekornes leases have been from their point of view seen as 

operating, and been accounted accordingly. However, it is very likely that the real risk and 

control has shifted hands and by that definition the leases should be treated as financial leases 

which have the characteristics of a purchase backed by long term debt, i.e. both the rent and value 

of the transaction is recorded in the financial statements. To better measure the economic value of 

Ekornes the reformulated financial statements have reclassified the operating leases as financial 

leases. The migration to IFRS made these adjustments easier as the company now have to report 

the amount paid in rent on operating leases in its annual statement (IAS 19).   

Income smoothing provisions and provisions for potential losses and warranty expenses are best 

practice by NGAAP standards. In the migration to IFRS these provision are no longer recorded in 

accounts and subsequently no adjustments are made to the reformulated financial statements. 

This has increased the reflection of economic value and profitability in the financial statements as 

income smoothing and potential losses and expenses are not real debt.  

An important accounting principle is that income is to be recognized as they are earned or 

incurred, the earned-income principle. This principle involves accrual accounting of income in 
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the financial statements because there might be a time difference between date of payment and 

date of earning. This could lead to distort the measure of economic profitability if no interests are 

charged for the delayed payment. 

The matching principle is used directly when both the cost and the revenue arise in the same 

accounting period, as in the case when matching the cost of goods sold to revenues. To achieve 

correct measurement of economic profitability the matching of cost of goods sold should be done 

with the first in, first out (FIFO) method and the valuation of the inventory should be done at full 

cost price (Drange, 2003). Ekornes uses both these methods in their annual accounts. 

The matching principle is also used to match costs to revenues in the correct accounting period. 

The cost of investments in property, plant and equipment is distributed over the life time of the 

asset in accordance with the matching principle. Most firms, and Ekornes Group, use straight line 

depreciation schedules to match the acquisition costs to revenues. The use of straight line 

depreciation schedules distorts the measurement of economic profitability as the assets should be 

depreciated at the internal rate of return of the asset. However, in the case of Ekornes, 

depreciation costs are only a fraction of the costs related to its operations and the straight line 

depreciation schedule only has a marginal effect on the measurement of economic profitability. 

Furthermore, depreciation has no influence on the valuation of company9.  

4.2. Quality review of the financial statements 
In the subsection on the quality of the financial statements an analysis based on ratios and 

information from the annual reports is made to identify possible manipulation of the financial 

statements. A manipulation of the financial statements will distort the measurements of economic 

value. 

The auditor’s report for Ekornes Group has no objections on Ekornes’ accounting and states that 

in their opinion Ekornes follows rules and regulations for financial reporting. Over the analysis 

period Ekornes Group has used KPMG as their auditor; a sign of distress is that a company shifts 

auditors frequently or without a credible reason which Ekornes does not.  

The 2008 figures presented in this report are preliminary as discussed in chapter 1.4 Data. These 

figures are not completely audited. In addition to being made under some assumptions regarding 
                                                 
9 Chapter 6.3. 
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the accounting figures, there might be issues which could come up during the auditing process 

which could influence the accounting figures further. Also, as discussed in chapter 1.4 Data the 

preliminary report includes less information in the appended notes (IAS 34, Interim Reporting). 

In situations where a firm conducts business with related parties is an area which demands further 

analysis. In transactions with related parties it can be difficult to determine if the respective 

transactions are conducted at market prices; (1) tunneling funds from the company or (2) 

manipulating poor financial performance. Another factor regarding transactions with related 

parties is determining if the transactions has taken place with regard to the transfer of risk and 

control. However, this topic will not be discussed further as Ekornes Group does not conduct 

business with related parties. 

With the exception of 2008 accounting data the author believe that the financial information 

provided by Ekornes Group is of high quality. 

4.3. Reformulated financial statements 
As mentioned earlier in this chapter the financial statements are highly influenced by accounting 

principles that may distort the measurement of economic profitability. To analyze the historical 

performance better the financial statements are reorganized to better reflect economic 

performance. The raw financial statements, income statement and balance sheet, is included in 

the appendix10. The financial statements are reformulated in accordance to the recommendations 

in “Valuation” by McKinsey & Co., Koller, Goedhart and Wessels. The pro forma financial 

statements that are forecasted later in this paper follow the same methodology for reformulation 

as in this chapter. The reformulated pro forma financial statements are used to derive the free 

cash flow in order to measure the theoretical value of Ekornes Group. This subject is further 

discussed in chapter 6. 

The income statement is reformulated to better reflect economic value by introducing net 

operating profit less adjusted taxes (NOPLAT). NOPLAT is the after-tax operating profit 

available to the investors (McKinsey, 2005). The posts sales revenues and other income have 

been merged into one post called revenues. Cost of goods sold (CGS) consists of the materials 

and salaries and other operating expenses has been renamed selling, general and administrative. 

                                                 
10 See Appendix 1 and 2. 
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Earnings before interest, taxes and amortization (EBITA) have been adjusted to reflect the 

financial cost of Ekornes’ operating leases. The rental expenses are included in the post SG&A 

and the costs of the leases are added to EBITA as they are now recognized as financial costs. 

According to the notes in the financial statements for 2007, Ekornes have currently two operating 

leases. The operating leases are discussed more closely in relation to the reformation of the 

balance sheet. 

The taxes have also been adjusted to only reflect the taxes related to the operations of Ekornes. 

Taxes regarding financial income and financial expenses are subtracted (added) to obtain the 

operating taxes. The operating cash tax has also been adjusted with the change in deferred taxes 

as deferred taxes are not paid. There has not been made any adjustments for Ekornes underfunded 

pension; the interest related to pension liabilities are considered small and to have low impact on 

the analysis and the valuation.  

For control purposes the NOPLAT has also been calculated by an alternative method. Historical 

NOPLAT calculated by reconciliation to net income has been included in the appendix11. 

                                                 
11 See Appendix 4 
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Table 3 – Reformulated income statement 

In 1000 NOK 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008e
Revenues 2 247 543    2 291 512    2 507 280    2 573 593    2 673 100   
Materials ‐516 200     ‐546 748     ‐574 957     ‐646 743     ‐676 400    
Salaries ‐605 927     ‐638 898     ‐698 859     ‐700 881     ‐676 900    
Cost of goods sold (CGS) ‐1 122 127  ‐1 185 646  ‐1 273 816  ‐1 347 624  ‐1 353 300 
Selling, General and
Administrative (SG&A) ‐553 611     ‐591 479     ‐628 859     ‐665 047     ‐737 200    
EBITDA 571 805      514 387     604 605     560 922     582 600      
Depreciation ‐83 850        ‐86 920        ‐91 231        ‐95 828        ‐119 900    
Operating lease interest 7 850            7 850            7 850            6 380            6 380           
Adjusted EBITA 495 805       435 317       521 224       471 474       469 080      

Operating cash taxes ‐157 819     ‐114 218     ‐203 753     ‐118 842     ‐150 809    
NOPLAT 337 986       321 099       317 471       352 632       318 271      

Operating taxes 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008e
Reported taxes 157 860       138 359       158 825       134 142       149 400      
Tax on interest ‐1 040          ‐1 019          ‐1 645          ‐2 267          ‐2 710         
Tax shield on interest 834               1 183            1 291            1 492            3 606           
Tax shield on lease interest 2 198            2 198            2 198            1 786            1 786           
Loss (gains) on currency ‐1 090          ‐4 104          3 388            6 645            ‐10 500       
Operating taxes on EBITA 158 762       136 617       164 057       141 798       141 582      

Decrease (increase) in
deferred taxes ‐943             ‐22 399        39 696         ‐22 956        9 227           
Operating cash taxes on
EBITA 157 819       114 218       203 753       118 842       150 809        

The balance sheet is reorganized to reflect the capital invested in Ekornes operations. Invested 

capital can be defined as operating asset subtracted operating liabilities. The total invested capital 

also includes non operating assets. In the case of Ekornes the post other long term receivables and 

investments are classified as a non operating asset. Among other things the post consists of 

engagements in the local community in the area of Ekornes production facilities and securities. 

Deferred tax assets have also been classified as non-operating and is thereby excluded from 

invested capital.  

Invested capital can be broken down further than just subtracting the operating liabilities from 

operating assets. In Table 4 invested capital is described as the sum of operating working capital, 

property, plant and equipment, capitalized operating leases and intangible assets. Operating 
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working capital is defined as total current assets minus total current liabilities. All cash and bank 

deposits are assumed to be operational; no distinctions are made between working cash and 

excess cash. Net property, plant and equipment equal total tangible assets. In 2005 Ekornes 

decided to activate cost related to software investments, this is the reason for the jump in 

intangible assets in 2005. From 2005 both software and license costs are activated. Ekornes has 

no acquired goodwill as they mainly rely on organic growth and not growth by acquisitions, with 

the exception of 2008; however the acquisition was considered insignificant, NOK 9.6 million. 

As mentioned earlier in this chapter Ekornes has leased property and classified it as operating 

leases. In this analysis and the following valuation these leases are threaded as financial leases. 

The asset values of the leases are included in the invested capital calculation and their value is 

calculated as described in Equation 1. The actual calculations on the capitalized leases are 

included in the appendix12 as they are considered support calculations. However, there has been 

made some assumptions regarding the leases as there is no information on leases in the financial 

statements prior to 2005 and leases in 2003 and 2004 are assumed to be the same as in 2005. 

Furthermore, one lease is assumed canceled in 2007 (Tynes) and asset lifetime has been adjusted 

accordingly.  

Equation 1 – Operating lease asset value 

 
 

1
 

 

Research and development cost has not been capitalized as they are small and have little impact 

on the analysis and valuation.  

To ensure continuity the deferred tax liabilities are considered non-operational. In addition 

deferred tax liabilities have been classified as an equity equivalent as in practice this liability is 

seldom paid by the company. Yet in some circumstances the group can have a net asset instead of 

a net liability as in the case of Ekornes Group in 2006, however this is a rare event.  

                                                 
12 See Appendix 3 
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Table 4 – Reformulated balance sheet

In 1000 NOK 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008e
Working cash 193 570       232 457       213 402       324 627       208 226       149 200      
Forward contracts 126 777       140 069       93 578         ‐                86 960         ‐               
Receivables 236 856       261 258       299 902       331 812       371 765       402 300      
Inventory 180 784       207 386       224 544       222 204       213 113       285 200      
Other current assets 36 958         37 721         35 459         31 410         34 419         35 800        
Operating current assets 774 945       878 891       866 885       910 053       914 483       872 500      

Forward contracts ‐                ‐                ‐                3 820            ‐                297 000      
Company taxes payable 93 126         123 638       105 424       129 998       94 971         106 277      
Public charges payable 35 680         34 973         36 175         63 727         57 036         47 023        
Accounts payable 96 453         83 112         113 585       94 322         109 183       106 500      
Other current liabilities 122 808       137 211       158 513       201 060       210 773       176 900      
Operating current liabilities 348 067       378 934       413 697       492 927       471 963       733 700      

Operating working capital 426 878       499 957       453 188       417 126       442 520       138 800      
Net property, pant and
equipment 719 004       749 122       773 290       775 640       855 820       929 600      
Capitalized operating leases 49 821         45 866         39 153         31 168         24 553         21 265        
Invested capital 
(ex. Intangibles) 1 195 703    1 294 945    1 265 631    1 223 934    1 322 893    1 089 665   

Intangible assets 5 130            4 320          14 891       12 289       26 083         99 400       
Invested capital 1 200 833    1 299 265    1 280 522    1 236 223    1 348 976    1 189 065   

Deferred tax assets ‐                ‐                ‐                7 500            ‐                ‐               
Long term investments 11 453         13 699         21 517         19 500         19 211         16 300        
Total funds invested 1 212 286    1 312 964    1 302 039    1 263 223    1 368 187    1 205 365   

Historical Invested capital 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008e
Long term debt 50 100         45 300         50 775         46 875         40 575         52 300        
Capitalized operating leases 49 821         45 866         39 153         31 168         24 553         21 265        
Pension liabilities 10 976         9 958            15 157         25 721         22 171         22 171        
Debt and debt equivalents 110 897       101 124       105 085       103 764       87 299         95 736        

Deferred taxes 8 854            9 797            32 196         ‐                15 456         6 229           
Total contributed equity 210 195       422 979       423 046       424 308       425 159       425 100      
Total retained earnings 882 339       779 065       741 712       735 151       840 273       678 400      
Equity and equity equivalents 1 101 388    1 211 841    1 196 954    1 159 459    1 280 888    1 109 729   

Total funds invested 1 212 285    1 312 965    1 302 039    1 263 223    1 368 187    1 205 465   
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4.4. Analysis of profitability 
In this subchapter Ekornes Group historical profitability will be analyzed. The analysis will 

focuses on economic profitability and will be based on the reformulated financial statements in 

subchapter 4.3. 

The measurement used to express economic profitability is return on invested capital (ROIC).  

ROIC is a good approximation for the company’s profitability as it focuses on the core operations 

of the company. 

Equation 2 – Return on invested capital 

     

The return on invested capital could be calculated using the years’ average invested capital, but in 

this paper ROIC is based on the invested capital at the beginning of the year. A minimum 

requirement for ROIC is the company’s weighted average cost of capital (WACC). The 

relationship between ROIC, WACC and economic profitability will be discussed later in this 

chapter.  

Table 5 – Return on invested capital 

2004 2005 2006 2007 2008e
ROIC 28,15 % 24,71 % 24,79 % 28,52 % 23,59 %  

In 2005 ROIC decreased to 24.71 % from 28.15 % in 2004. After 2005 ROIC has increased, 

however the “low” ROIC in 2006 could be contributed to the large change in cash taxes on 

EBITA, more specifically the change in cash taxes was due to the relatively large change in 

deferred taxes which significantly reduced NOPLAT for that year. In 2008 the ROIC again is 

considered low. At a first glance the low ROIC in 2008 is a result of lower EBITA and higher 

taxes. In the next section the ROIC is more closely examined. The periods average ROIC was 

25.95 %. In the whole analysis period ROIC have exceeded the company’s WACC13. 

To better analyze the Ekornes historical performance ROIC has been decomposed into key 

performance drivers as shown in Figure 6. 

                                                 
13 Support calculations, Appendix 5 
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Figure 6 – Decomposition of ROIC (McKinsey, 2005) 
The decomposition shows how the value drivers total influence on ROIC. The operating margin 

is defined as gross margin minus SG&A ratio minus depreciation ratio. SG&A has been adjusted 

so that the leasing expense is deducted as it is reclassified as a financial item and therefore should 

not be included in the operating profitability analysis. Average capital turns equals the turnover 

of Ekornes invested capital and it is defined as 1 over the sum of the operating working capital 

ratio and the fixed assets ratio.  

In the next step the pre-tax ROIC and cash tax rate are calculated. Operating margin multiplied 

with average capital turns equals Ekornes pre-tax ROIC. The cash tax rate is defined as operating 

cash taxes divided with the adjusted EBITA.  

In the last step ROIC is calculated and equals 1 minus the cash tax rate multiplied with the pre-

tax ROIC. 

In Table 6, the calculations of the operating performance measurements are presented.  

ROIC

Pre‐tax ROIC

Operating margin

Gross margin

SG&A / revenues

Depreciation / 
revenues

Capital turns

Operating 
working capital / 

revenues

Fixed assets / 
revenues

Cash tax rate
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Table 6 – Operational performance drivers 

2004 2005 2006 2007 2008e
Gross margin 50,07 % 48,26 % 49,20 % 47,64 % 49,37 %
SG&A ratio 24,28 % 25,47 % 24,77 % 25,59 % 27,34 %
Depreciation ratio 3,73 % 3,79 % 3,64 % 3,72 % 4,49 %
Operating working capital r 0,19                  0,22                  0,18                  0,16                  0,17           
Fixed assets ratio 0,34                  0,35                  0,33                  0,32                  0,34           

Operating margin 22,06 % 19,00 % 20,79 % 18,32 % 17,55 %
Capital turns 1,87                  1,76                  1,96                  2,08                  1,98           

Pre‐tax ROIC 41,29 % 33,50 % 40,70 % 38,14 % 34,77 %
Cash tax rate 31,83 % 26,24 % 39,09 % 25,21 % 32,15 %

ROIC 28,15 % 24,71 % 24,79 % 28,52 % 23,59 %
 

The reduced ROIC in 2005 seems first and foremost to be due to the pre-tax ROIC and especially 

the low turnover of invested capital. The turnover in 2005 is the lowest in the period. Also the 

lower gross margin and higher SG&A and depreciation ratio have resulted in a lower operating 

margin which is a factor to the reduced pre-tax ROIC. 

As suggested above Table 6 show that the low ROIC in 2006 is heavily influenced by the 

operating cash taxes as the pre-tax ROIC is close to the pre-tax ROIC in 2004 and 2007. 

In 2007 the operating margin is low and lowest in the analysis period. The pre-tax ROIC is 

“saved” by a high capital turnover as both working capital and fixed asset ratios are low, the 

lowest in the period. Furthermore, the high ROIC in 2007 is also influenced by the lowest cash 

tax rate in the analysis period. 

The breakdown of the 2008 figures seems to indicate that the increased SG&A and depreciation 

ratio are the main reasons for the period lowest operating margin. According to the notes in the 

preliminary financial statements for 2008 the higher SG&A and depreciation costs are due to 

onetime restructuring cost related to the closedown of the plant in Stranda (MNOK 33.8 and 

MNOK 4.7 respectively). The higher depreciation costs are also due to depreciation of goodwill 

(MNOK 9.6). By this reasoning the low pre-tax ROIC is mainly due to these facts combined with 

a slightly higher than average cash tax rate which makes out the period lowest ROIC. 
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A more comprehensive analysis of the operating profitability drivers should include a comparison 

of the profitability drivers of comparable companies. However, a determination is made to just 

include Ekornes Group in this analysis as the scope of the thesis is limited.  

Many traditional financial statement analysis reports also include return on assets (ROA) and 

return on equity (ROE). The reason why these performance indicators and the relationship 

between them are not included in this thesis is that these performance indicators do not 

distinguish between operating and non operating activities. In a valuation framework this 

distinction is critical as operations are what create value for the firm. 

In addition to calculate ROIC to express the company’s economical profitability, actual economic 

profit can be calculated. The yearly economic profit measures the value the company has 

produced. Koller, Goedhart & Wessels argues further that the economical profit measurement is a 

better tool for performance measurement in valuation than the free cash flows as it better 

measures long term value creation.  

Equation 3 – Economic profit 

     

Economic profit can be rearranged to,    

. Previous in this chapter both invested capital and ROIC are calculated. The historical 

WACC calculation is included in the support calculations in the appendix. The discussion of 

WACC is presented in chapter 5, moreover the assumptions made in the WACC calculation is the 

same as in chapter 5 regarding betas and risk premium. In the table below the historical economic 

profitability for Ekornes Group is calculated.  

Table 7 - Economic profit 

1000 NOK 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008e
Invested capital 1.1. 1 198 592  1 297 306  1 279 037  1 235 225  1 348 282 
ROIC 28,20 % 24,75 % 24,82 % 28,55 % 23,61 %
WACC 6,80 % 7,29 % 8,75 % 10,01 % 10,31 %
Spread 21,40 % 17,47 % 16,07 % 18,53 % 13,29 %

Economical profit 256 540     226 583     205 518     228 945     179 219    
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The economic profit was at its highest in 2004. The low WACC and contributed significantly to 

the high economic profit as the spread between ROIC and WACC was large. The low WACC in 

both 2004 and 2005 was due to historical low risk free rates in the Norwegian market. The falling 

spread from 2004 to 2006 was the main reason for the decrease in economic profit and in 2006 

the falling invested capital also contributed to the decrease. The increased spread in 2007 was due 

to the improved ROIC as discussed previously.  

The low ROIC, combined with the high WACC contributed to a lower spread, thus lower 

economical profit in 2008. The average yearly economic profit for the analysis period was 

approximately TNOK 219 361.  

4.5. Unsystematic risk 
In addition to variation in revenues and profitability, a firm’s liquidity, financing and ability to 

pay its mortgage affects the firm specific risk. This subchapter is going to investigate different 

ratios and key performance indicators to scrutinize Ekornes financial risk. 

A liquidity analysis evaluates the firm’s ability to meet its short term obligations. If a company 

has difficulties meeting its short term commitments the firm can be categorized as highly risky 

and it also may eventually go bankrupt. Measures such as the current ratio and acid test are the 

two most common ratios for describing a firm’s liquidity situation. The current ratio is described 

as current operating assets divided by current operating liabilities while the acid test is the most 

liquid current operating assets. In the case of Ekornes the most liquid current assets is defined as 

current operating assets less the inventory. The ratios should be 2 and 1 respectively. Liquidity 

ratios such as the current ratio and acid test are in general not a good measure of the firm’s 

liquidity situation, but more a general measure of development in liquidity as most of the current 

assets are considered liquid but in some situations this liquidity can be questionable. A better 

measure of the liquidity situation is cash and cash equivalents divided by revenue.  
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Table 8 - Liquidity ratios 
Liquidity ratios 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008
Current ratio (1) 2,32         2,10         1,85         1,94         1,19        
Acid test ratio (2) 1,77         1,55         1,40         1,49         0,80        
Cash / Revenues 10,34 % 9,31 % 12,95 % 8,09 % 5,58 %

Turnover in days
‐ Acc. receivables 40             44             45             49             52            
‐ Inventory 135          142          140          121          133           

From 2004 to 2007 Ekornes liquidity situation is certainly satisfying as all measures of liquidity 

meets or are close to its respective minimum targets. A factor that would contribute positively to 

Ekornes liquidity situation is that Ekornes has large unused credit facilities, above MNOK 100, 

which if included in the calculations of the liquidity ratios would certainly be considerably above 

2 and 1 respectively. However, an overall negative trend is visible in all three measures. The 

significantly lower ratios in 2008 are mainly due to large forward contract assets. In Ekornes 

preliminary report for 2008 it’s stated that due to significant developments post December 31st 

2008 in the currency market this asset is overvalued in the preliminary financial accounts. With 

this in mind the ratios discussed are artificially low for 2008. However, the cash to revenue ratio 

is unaffected by this fact, but continues to show a negative trend in the liquidity situation in 2008.  

As Table 9 describes Ekornes is mostly financed by equity. This equity ratio is computed based 

on the reformulated balance sheets. This fact makes Ekornes more resistant in case of an 

economic slowdown. Furthermore it should make it easier for Ekornes to obtain financing in the 

capital market in spite of the current credit crisis. With a high equity ratio the lower cash to 

revenue ratio could be justified as there are less debt obligations for the company. According to 

Modigliani and Miller’s (1958) propositions on capital structure, a company’s value should be 

unaffected by its choice of capital structure.   

Table 9 - Equity and debt ratio 

2004 2005 2006 2007 2008
Equity ratio 92,30 % 91,93 % 91,79 % 93,62 % 92,06 %
Debt ratio 7,70 % 8,07 % 8,21 % 6,38 % 7,94 %  

In Table 10 Ekornes ability to cover interest costs are exhibited. The minimum requirement in 

any analysis case for this ratio should be 1. Whit a ratio above 1, the ratio demonstrates the firm’s 
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ability to cover existing interest payments on existing debt. The turnover of accounts payable tells 

both how long credit period Ekornes has and if they are paying on time; normal credit periods are 

from 14 to 45 days. 

Table 10 - Coverage 

2004 2005 2006 2007 2008
EBITA / Interest 166,49    103,03    113,09    88,49       36,42      
EBITDA / Interest 192,01    121,75    131,18    105,28    45,24      
Turnover in days
acc. payables 14             15             15             14             15              

Ekornes scores highly on interest payment coverage. The overall trend is negative, but still 

Ekornes is in a solid position regarding debt payments. Ekornes low debt ratio contributes 

considerably to this, and show how Ekornes is able to acquire new debt and cover its interest 

payments. With this in mind, Ekornes should be quite able to sustain significantly higher interest 

rates on existing debt. The significantly lower coverage in 2008 can be a result of estimations 

detailed in chapter 1.4 Data. 

The turnover in days on account payables show that Ekornes pays its short term creditors within 

14-15. The turnover is quite short in comparison to the rate of turnover in accounts receivables.  

The cost structure of a firm influences unsystematic risk, and the cost structure can increase or 

decrease the effects of cyclical changes in the economy. The cost structure is described by 

dividing the specific costs by total costs.  

Table 11 - Cost structure 

2004 2005 2006 2007 2008
CGS 63,77 % 63,61 % 63,89 % 63,91 % 61,22 %
SG&A 31,46 % 31,73 % 31,54 % 31,54 % 33,35 %
Depreciation 4,77 % 4,66 % 4,58 % 4,54 % 5,42 %  

Cost of goods sold has the most influence on the total costs of Ekornes, and can be described as 

variable costs. As most of the costs are variable it contributes to decrease cyclical effects. As of 

right now the economy is heading towards a slowdown, a cost structure with mainly variable 

costs are an advantage. In order to face lower demand Ekornes can, and has, cut the production 
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thereby reducing materials, and salaries by cutting the workforce and/or reduce work hours 

and/or salaries. Sales, general and advertising and depreciation cost can be viewed as fixed costs. 

4.6. Forecast drivers and forecast ratios  
In chapter 4.4 Analysis of profitability Ekornes value drivers where identified. In order to 

forecast Ekornes performance in chapter 6 Valuation the forecast drivers need to be identified as 

well. The choice of a valuation model is more closely discussed in chapter 6, but most valuation 

models are in need of projections for income, costs and reinvestments in the firm. 

To help identify the forecast drivers for NOPLAT and Invested capital a correlation analysis is 

applied. Priori assumptions are that operating costs and reinvestments in the firm is dependent on 

revenues. This priori expectation is made as operating cost usually vary with the change in 

revenue, and in the case of Ekornes the majority of operating costs can be viewed as variable.  

Table 12 - Correlations 

Revenues Revenues
Revenues 1 Revenues 1
Materials 0,8879329 Working capital ‐0,592174
Salaries 0,9293263 PP&E 0,8859552
Depreciation 0,9018268 Intangible assets 0,7032055

Selling, General and
Administrative (SG&A) 0,9801709  

The correlation analysis does meet priori expectations regarding operating costs; the operating 

costs closely correlate to revenues.  Depreciation is determined by last year’s investments in 

property, plant and equipment, but also closely correlates to revenues. The probable explanation 

for this fact is that property, plant and equipment also correlates to revenues as investments in 

production is done to meet the demand and is therefore related to the revenues. For all operating 

costs revenues will be used as the forecast driver, except depreciation which will use previous 

year property, plant and equipment.    

As mentioned above property, plant and equipment correlate with revenues, and will be used as 

forecast driver, ditto with intangible assets. Working capital however correlates negatively with 

revenues. Further analysis shows however that working capital closely correlates with total 

operating cost, 0.99. Thus total operating costs will be used as forecast driver. 
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In Table 13 the historical ratios are calculated in order to identify historical trends in the ratio as a 

basis for concluding forecast ratios in projected NOPLAT and Invested capital. In addition to the 

forecast ratios already discussed, the operating tax rate will be forecasted. NOPLAT needs 

adjusted taxes to remove any influence of non operating taxes such as financial income and 

expenses. Furthermore, Ekornes conducts business on a global scale and therefore is the subject 

of different tax regulations. Thus Ekornes taxation structure is highly complicated and difficult to 

project correctly without any inside knowledge into Ekornes. Therefore an assumption is made in 

order to calculate the operating taxes for Ekornes; the operating tax rate is defined as the tax rate 

on adjusted EBITA, ref. Table 3.   

Table 13 – Historical ratios and drivers 

NOPLAT ratios 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 Driver
Materials 22,97 % 23,86 % 22,93 % 25,13 % 25,30 % Revenue
Salaries 26,96 % 27,88 % 27,87 % 27,23 % 25,32 % Revenue
Depreciation 11,19 % 11,24 % 11,76 % 11,20 % 12,90 % PP&E
Selling, General and
Administrative (SG&A) 24,63 % 25,81 % 25,08 % 25,84 % 27,58 % Revenue
Operating tax rate 32,02 % 31,38 % 31,48 % 30,08 % 30,18 % Adj. EBITA

Invested capital ratios 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 Driver
Working capital 31,17 % 25,76 % 22,38 % 22,19 % 6,58 % Op. Cost
PP&E 33,33 % 33,75 % 30,94 % 33,25 % 34,78 % Revenue
Intangible assets 0,19 % 0,65 % 0,49 % 1,01 % 3,72 % Revenue  

The key forecast ratio for Ekornes is growth in revenues. In the strategic analysis in chapter 3 

many of the present and future challenges for Ekornes is discussed; 

• The high level of competition in the furniture market 

• The geographic distribution of sales for both the market in general and Ekornes 

specifically.  

• Short term cyclical changes in the economy.  

• Long term development of the furniture market. 

Ekornes conducts most of its business in Norway, the European Union and North America; 

economic areas that can be categorized as advanced economies. The furniture industry can 

defined as mature, thus low growth rates in sales are expected. Based on the strategic analysis it 
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can be justified to set the growth rate in the furniture market to the approximate level of expected 

growth in the economy as a whole. In the case of Ekornes a growth rate in sales that equal the 

expected growth rate in advanced economies from the IMF projections are used as estimates for 

revenue growth. This is both a conservative and realistic assumption. On short term basis a low 

growth rate is expected, but on the long hold a higher growth rate is justified both by a 

normalized growth rate in the economy is expected and the furniture market is expected to 

expand more into emerging markets. 

Materials has had an upwards trend toward 25 %, and 25 % will be used as the forecast ratio. 

Salaries had an average of 27 %, but the 2008 figures are adjusted for the reversal of a bonus 

scheme thus the lower ratio in 2008. For the future a growth in salaries are expected and a 

forecast ratio of 28 % is set. Depreciation has had an upwards trend, and the forecast ratio is set at 

12 % which is close to Ekornes average. The forecast ratio is also close to Ekornes WACC which 

should be in the range of real depreciation rates. Sales, general and advertisement as well had an 

upwards trend and is set close to the 2008 ratio, 27 %. The operating tax rate is set at average, 

31%. 

Working capital is trending down the entire period. The 2008 ratio however is not a good 

estimate of working capital for reasons discussed in chapter 4.5 Unsystematic risk, liquidity 

analysis, and is expected to be higher when the audited 2008 reports are released. Therefore the 

forecasted working capital ratio is set to 25 %, close to the average ratio between 2004 and 2007.  

Property, plant and equipment ratio is set to its average, 34 %. 

Intangible asset consist mostly of software licenses related to the production process. The ratio 

has trended upwards the entire period, but took a leap in 2008. There is no details regarding this 

post in the preliminary financial statements, but it is assumed to be software licenses as all 

goodwill from 2008 has been written down. Software licenses are needed to use modern 

production facilities and will play a more important factor in the future. A forecast ratio of 4 % is 

set. 

All ratios are held at a constant on both short and long term, except the revenue growth rate.  
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Table 14 - Forecast ratios 

Forecast ratios 2009e 2010e 2011e 2012e 2013e CV Base
Revenues 0,47 % 2,01 % 2,89 % 2,77 % 2,52 % 4,00 %
Materials 25 % 25 % 25 % 25 % 25 % 25 %
Salaries 28 % 28 % 28 % 28 % 28 % 28 %
SG&A 27 % 27 % 27 % 27 % 27 % 27 %
Depreciation 12 % 12 % 12 % 12 % 12 % 12 %
Operating tax rate 31 % 31 % 31 % 31 % 31 % 31 %

Working capital 25 % 25 % 25 % 25 % 25 % NA
PP&E 34 % 34 % 34 % 34 % 34 % NA
Intangible assets 4 % 4 % 4 % 4 % 4 % NA  
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5. The cost of capital 

This chapter will give an answer to the sub research question “What is the most accurate cost of 

capital for Ekornes Group?”, and the results of this chapter will contribute to a more accurate 

valuation of Ekornes. To obtain the cost of capital for Ekornes, a number of different theoretical 

approaches are undertaken.  

5.1. Equity risk premium 

The equity risk premium is defined as the spread between return on a risky asset, stocks, and a 

risk free asset, Treasury bill or bonds.  

Equation 4 – Equity risk premium 

   
1
1   1  

Rm is the average return on the market index and Rf is the return on treasury bills or bonds.  

Historically the return on the market has been larger than the return from government bills. The 

investor gets superior returns by holding stocks in his/hers portfolio rather than government 

bonds and bills. Based on these historical observations the equity risk premium is one of the basic 

components of computing an accurate cost of equity for a company by using a single index asset 

pricing model like the capital asset pricing model (CAPM).     

When computing equity risk premium for valuation purposes, the future equity risk premium is 

desired to increase the accuracy of the cost of equity. The best way of using historical 

observations to forecast the equity risk premium is to calculate the historical risk premium in 

arithmetic terms rather than geometric compounded14. The geometric compounded mean is the 

best measurement when describing past events such as the historical equity risk premium, but it is 

not a good measurement when projecting the future equity risk premium. The average return 

from an arithmetic procedure will be higher than using a geometric procedure and it will be even 

higher if the market is highly volatile.  

Furthermore, there is one more issue when computing the equity risk premium for the cost of 

equity rather than to illustrate the difference in return from different asset classes. For an 

                                                 
14 Dimson et al. p.9, Brealy, Myers & Allen. p.151 and Heaton p.8  
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historical analysis of the difference in return from stocks, Rm, and a risk free asset, Rf, the risk 

free asset is considered to be treasury bills. In a valuation framework, the risk free asset is best 

defined as long term government debt, treasury bonds. Long term government debt is not risk 

free in the sense of the word itself; treasury bonds have higher risk measured by standard 

deviation than treasury bills, but treasury bills are not completely risk free either. But both types 

have no default risk, at least assumed to have no default risk given the state of the economy. With 

the slightly higher risk of bonds, the equity premium will be slightly lower than when using bills 

because the higher risk of the bonds will manifest itself as higher interest rates on the bonds. 

However, the use of treasury bonds have an advantage in the valuation process as bonds reflect 

both today’s treasury bill rate and expectations about the future rates and that the duration of the 

long term bonds matches the cash flow from the company better. Both of these attributes 

enhances the accuracy of future equity risk premium and thereby the overall valuation process.  

To calculate the equity risk premium for the Norwegian market, the paper will use the average 

rate of 10 year Norwegian government debt.      

The equity risk premium is assumed to be stable in the long run; therefore the best estimate of the 

equity risk premium is derived from as much historical data possible. Nevertheless, this remains a 

problem when calculating the equity risk premium for the Norwegian market because there is not 

enough historical time series data publically available. From 1983 Oslo Stock Exchange has 

published a total return index; however the Oslo Stock Exchange has been active since 1819. An 

often used argument for not including data before 1983 is that Oslo Stock Exchange was not 

considered efficient enough to correctly set market prices and Norwegian Treasury bonds was 

primary listed in other European countries such as Denmark and Germany.  

To determine the equity risk premium the Oslo All-share index and the yield on 10 year treasury 

bonds are being used, 
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Table 15 Equity risk premium 

Return
OSEAX 14,31 %
Treasury bonds 8,05 %

Equity risk premium 6,26 %  

The data suggest that the equity risk premium on the Norwegian stock market is 6.26%. The 

relative short time series used to estimate the equity risk premium could under or over estimating 

the equity risk premium. On a world basis the equity risk premium is about 5.32 %, while the US 

market has an equity risk premium of 6.47 %15. This thesis will conclude that the calculated 

estimate of 6.26 % is the best current estimate of the equity premium on the Norwegian market.  

5.2. Systematic risk 

Systematic risk can also be described as market risk, the risk that is not possible to diversify by 

holding a portfolio and is based on the work of Markowitz (1952). The systematic risk 

measurement β, beta, show how sensitive the return on the stock, Ri, is relative to the return on 

the market, Rm. Mathematically the return from a stock can be defined as 

Equation 5 – Stock return 

 

Where α, alpha, represents the return on the stock that is independent from the market and β, 

beta, represents the stock’s co movement with the market. This systematic risk measurement is 

one of the main components in single index asset pricing models such as the CAPM. 

Furthermore, a company’s beta can be defined as covariance between the stock return and market 

return divided by the variance of the market return; 

Equation 6 - Beta 

 

                                                 
15 Large stocks and long term bonds (government) from 1926 to 2005. Bodie, Kane, & Marcus 
p.146 
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More practically the meaning of a stock’s beta could be explained as when the expected return on 

the market is 1%, a company with a beta of 2 would increase with 2%. Vice versa when the 

market is expected to decrease; if the market was expected to decrease with 1%, a company with 

a beta of 2 would decrease with 2%.  

As with the estimation of the future equity risk premium, the future expected systematic risk can 

be estimated from historical data. To calculate the beta for Ekornes Group the Oslo All-share 

index is used to represent the market, as in chapter 5.1 about the equity risk premium. Regression 

analysis is used to obtain Ekornes beta and the formula for a company’s return, as mentioned 

above, is used to run the regression analysis. Running the regression mentioned above with 

monthly data16 gave these results 

0,0136 0,7529  

The unadjusted beta of Ekornes Group is 0.7529. The β is lower than 1, meaning that if the 

market increases (decreases) by 1%, the Ekornes stock will increase (decrease) by 0.7529%, as a 

result Ekornes is considered to have lower risk than the market. Ekornes beta can also be 

obtained by more simple statistical calculations, 

,  
0,003391163
0,004531547 0,7529 

The regression analysis has an explanatory power, R2, of 0.264 and a standard error of 0.0988. 

This measurement show that the market return explains about 26.4 % of the stock return, thus 

26.4 % of the risk of Ekornes is market risk. In addition the standard error indicates that the true 

beta of Ekornes lies between 0.5579 and 0.948 with 95 % certainty.   

It is possible to increase the accuracy of the beta estimation process by adjusting the beta. An 

unadjusted beta as calculated for Ekornes above is not the best estimate for the future beta, and an 

                                                 
16 A problem with estimating beta is if the stock which is analyzed is illiquid. The problem of 

illiquidity is canceled out when using monthly data rather than daily. If daily data is being used 

and the stock is illiquid the estimated beta will be artificially low, as no trades will show up as no 

change in the stock value.   
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adjusted beta is empirically better than an unadjusted beta17. To adjust Ekornes beta the Blume’s 

process is used to enhance its features. Blume assumed the beta is regressing towards one, and 

thereby adjusting the historical beta for this fact the historical beta becomes more suitable for the 

forecasting process.    

Equation 7 – Blume’s adjusted beta 

0,343 0,677  

0,343 0,677 0,7529 0,8527 

Applying Blume’s adjustment technique to the unadjusted beta, Ekornes adjusted beta is 0.8527.  

Industry betas can also be used to increase the accuracy of the beta estimation process, and hence 

the valuation process. The information increases as more companies are drawn into the data 

sample, thus the standard error decreases and as the standard error decreases the quality of the 

estimated beta increases. To obtain a beta for the furniture industry a value-weighted portfolio is 

constructed to represent the consumer staples sector. The industry portfolio should cancel out 

some estimation errors when calculating the beta.  

In the case of Ekornes there are few companies in its sector listed on the Oslo Stock Exchange as 

mentioned in chapter 2-3, Hjellegjerde Group and BWG Homes Group. The lack of companies to 

include in the industry portfolio is not optimal and as the market values of both companies, 

especially Hjellegjerde, is only small fraction of the market value of Ekornes; Ekornes is 

dominating the industry portfolio.  

Industry index is set a base value of 100 and computed by the respective weights of return. 

Equation 8 - Industry index 

  1  

As with estimating the beta for Ekornes stock above, the Oslo All-share index is used as a 

benchmark for the Norwegian market with monthly observations. The regression analysis 

returned these values for the industry portfolio, 

                                                 
17 Elton, Gruber, Brown & Goetzmann p.149 
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0,0130 0,7519  

With an R2 of 0.2744 and a standard error of 0.0961 the beta estimation is slightly improved. The 

smaller standard error, even though it’s only marginally smaller, increases the accuracy of the 

beta as the confidence interval becomes tighter. The consequence of the Ekornes dominance in 

the industry portfolio is observable by these results, as they closely resemble the results from the 

regression analysis using only the Ekornes stock. To improve this industry beta slightly more the 

Blume adjustment technique can be applied. The adjusted industry beta is 0.343 + 0.677 * 0.7519 

= 0.852.  

The table below summarizes the beta estimation process.  

Table 16 – Summary of beta estimation 

β R2 SE Lower Upper
Ekornes unadjusted 0,7529      0,2640      0,0988      0,5579      0,9480     
Ekornes adjusted 0,8527     
Industry unadjusted 0,7519      0,2744      0,0961      0,5622      0,9416     
Industry adjusted 0,8520       

Even though Ekornes is overrepresented in the industry portfolio the portfolio beta is a better 

estimate for Ekornes rather than just using the Ekornes stock to estimate the company beta, as 

this data sample have a slightly higher R2 and a slightly lower standard error. The industry 

portfolio beta after being adjusted with Blume’s technique is probably the most accurate beta for 

Ekornes. The adjusted industry beta is herby referred to as Ekornes’ beta.  

5.3. Risk free rate 

In this subchapter the risk free rate for the valuation period is derived. The risk free rate is 

represented as the spot interest rate, or zero-coupon interest rate, and is an important factor to 

calculate the cost of equity and subsequently the cost of capital for Ekornes Group. As Ekornes 

can be described as a low beta stock, beta below 1, the risk free rate will constitute a larger part 

of the cost of equity for the company, and this subject will be more closely discussed in chapter 

5.4.1.  

To estimate the term structure of zero-coupon interest rates the technique of piecewise linear 

functions is applied. This method is pragmatic as the number of terms exceeds the number of 
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bonds, which is fairly common. The piecewise linear approximation closely resembles piecewise 

quadratic approximation as the linear approximation consists of 1. order polynomials rather than 

2. order polynomials or 3. order polynomials (cubic approximation). However, the linear 

approximation is not as accurate when estimating the term structure by piecewise quadratic 

functions since the term structure will be a little rougher and when calculating 1 year forward 

interest rates the piecewise linear approximation can give unrealistic forward rates. The curve 

fitting process is based on no arbitrage; the bonds of similar characteristics should trade at the 

same rates.   

The bonds and bills analyzed to estimate the term structure is considered being of high 

investment grade (classified AAA) and considered to be default free. The “basket” or portfolio 

used to fit the term structure consists of four Norwegian treasury bills and five Norwegian 

treasury bonds. The lack of bonds to include in the term structure estimation can increase the 

roughness of the fitted curve. The bills and bonds have basically two major different 

characteristic, coupon payment and time to maturity. Because of the very low time to maturity 

and no coupon payments the treasury bills should not be included in the portfolio to be analyzed. 

However, there are few treasury bonds on the Norwegian market and eliminating treasury bills 

would decrease the number instruments to nearly half making the estimated yield curve even 

rougher.  

All bills are zero coupons and all bonds are straight and have fixed annual coupons. The yields 

used to calculate market price of the bonds are gathered through Oslo Stock Exchange. The 

market price of the bills and bonds are calculated to exclude accrued interest, and the market 

price is defined as the present value of future cash flows discounted with the yield to maturity. 

The data set used is included in appendix 6. 

The function describing the term structure of interest rates fitted to bond data above: 

Equation 9 - Term structure of zero-coupon interest rates 

, , ,
                              0 1

1                   1 5
5                   5 9
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, where n = zero-coupon rate 

α, β and γ = constant parameters describing the term structure 

t = terms 

The approximation is in 3 linear pieces using 6 constants. With this approximation it is possible 

to obtain an infinite number of zero-coupon rates. To obtain the zero-coupon rates the process 

continues by determining the price errors and minimizing the sum of squared errors to find the 

optimal constant parameters and thereby describing the yield curve. This process is described in 

Equation 10 and Equation 11. 

Equation 10 – Bond price 

 

1 , , ,
1 , , ,

1 , , ,

   

, where p = market price 

Y = bond payout matrix 

d = discount factor matrix 

ε = price error 

Equation 11 – Sum of squared errors 

   . . .    

By running this process in Microsoft Excel using Solver18, the model generates the constant 

parameters and term structure as exhibited in Table 17 and Figure 7. 

                                                 
18 To the increase accuracy of Solver and simplify the model building and the curve fitting 

process 5 VBA programs for Excel has been applied. The source codes for these VBA programs 

are included in Appendix 7.  
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Table 17 - Constant parameters describing model I 

α0 α1 β 0 β 1 γ 0 γ 1

0,0616 0,0002 0,0560 ‐0,0010 0,0445 0,0028  
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Figure 7 – Term structure of zero-coupon interest rates – Model I 

Figure 7 displays the estimated term structure from model I. The term structure displays some 

poor characteristics around t = 1 and t = 5. Especially the kink around t = 1 will give unrealistic 

interest rates. The models sum of squared errors for the model is 0.000537. Plotting the price 

errors against time to maturity demonstrate what seems to be a systematic pattern in the price 

errors, smaller price errors at lower maturities and larger price errors at higher maturities19. 

To avoid the kinks in the term structure it is possible to impose some restrictions to make the 

term structure more continuous and desirable at t = 1 and t = 5. The restrictions is imposed as to 

make piece 1 and piece 2 equal at t = 1 and to make piece 2 and 3 equal at t = 5. 

  1,  

  1   1 1   0       

  5,  

                                                 
19 See Appendix 8 
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  5 1   5 5   4    0    4    

When implementing these restrictions the model is run through Excel and Solver once more 

(model II) and the results are exhibited in Table 18 and Figure 8. 

Table 18 – Constant parameters describing model II 

α0 α1 β 0 β 1 γ 0 γ 1

0,0610 0,0014 0,0624 ‐0,0039 0,0467 0,0023  
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Figure 8 - Term structure of zero-coupon interest rate – Model II 

The restrictions imposed in model II now makes the linear model more desirable as the term 

structure has become more continuous. The restrictions have also slightly increased the sum of 

squared errors to 0,000775, but the term structure has improved significantly. Nevertheless this is 

a positive tradeoff. The model is still a bit rough and displays somewhat poor qualities. A reason 

for this could be that the model is linear, and a quadratic model could give a smoother curve as 

described above.  

Another reason could be that the model incorporates few debt instruments. A low number of debt 

instruments will reduce the number of observations, making the curve bumpier. Also the unusual 

shape of the yield curve could be contributed to the low number of observations used in the 

estimation process.  
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When investigating the scatter plot of price error versus time to maturity there also seems to be 

less of a systematic pattern. However a systematic pattern as described when discussing model 

still exist. The breaks introduced to ensure a more continuous yield curve also introduced more 

flexibility into the model and thereby reducing the systematic price errors. 
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Figure 9 – Price error versus time to maturity 

Model II is superior to assuming a constant interest rate which equals the effective yield on a 

single long term treasury bond, an assumption often used in corporate finance and valuation. 

Model II and its estimated constant parameters for describing the term structure will be used to 

compute interest rates for the calculation of cost of equity.  

Table 19 – Risk free rate 

Year 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

Interest rate 6,24 % 5,85 % 5,45 % 5,06 % 4,67 %  

Model II has been used to compute the interest rates going to be used in the 5 first years of the 

valuation period, but it has not computed the constant interest rate going to be used to discount 

terminal value. A model for this constant zero-coupon interest rate is a basic and simple form of 

linear polynomials; 
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Equation 12 – Constant zero-coupon rate 

  ,  

This approximation is a global 1. order polynomial function and is quite general compared to 

equation 5 used to the describe the term structure in model I and II. The estimation process is also 

quite similar as illustrated by Equation 13. The process of minimization the sum of squares is 

equal to Equation 11. The data used in model III is also the same as the used in the two other 

models.  

Equation 13 – Bond Price 

 

1 ,
1 ,

1 ,

   

5.44% 

Since this model is very general the sum of squared errors are higher than in model I and II, 

0,00234872, and the price errors seems to have a more systematic pattern than in model I and 

II20. The increased sum of squared errors and the systematic pattern of price errors from this 

model come from the low degree of flexibility of the model; only one constant to describe the 

yield curve. 

5.4. Cost of equity and asset pricing models 

In this sub chapter asset pricing models is discussed in order to best calculate the cost of equity. 

The Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) and the Arbitrage Pricing Theory (APT) are the two 

models most commonly being used by both theoreticians and practitioners.  

5.4.1. Capital Asset Pricing Model  

The model was introduced by Sharpe (1964), Linter (1965) and Black (1972), as a way of 

describing the relationship between stock return and risk, largely based on the work of Markowitz 

                                                 
20 The scatter plot of the price errors versus time to maturity in model III is included in Appendix 

9. 
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(1952). The standard Capital Asset Pricing Model is a quite general and simple asset pricing 

model for estimating the required return on equity for one period. By general meaning the model 

builds on traditional economical assumptions for perfect competition and assumptions of modern 

financial theory; (1) no transaction costs, (2) assets are infinitely divisible, (3) no tax (or income 

tax = capital gains tax), (4) individuals cannot influence market price, (5) rational expectations, 

(6) short sales allowed, (7) lending and borrowing at riskless rate, (8) & (9) homogeneity of 

expectations and (10) all assets are marketable. Some of these assumptions do not hold in 

practice nevertheless there is empirical evidence that there is a positive relationship between 

return and risk21 measured via beta.  

The risk factor in the CAPM only relies on systematical risk; investors cannot require excess 

return on the company’s equity based on company specific risk as this unique risk is 

diversifiable. An investor can only demand a premium for market risk.   

Some of the assumptions for CAPM do not hold in practice, as mentioned above, but there are 

also other sources of criticisms for CAPM as a predictor of required return of equity. Fama and 

French (1993) found for instance that the size of firms combined with the CAPM is a better 

predictor of returns than CAPM alone.   

Richard Roll’s critique on CAPM states that CAPM holds in theory but when used in practice the 

CAPM is hard to prove empirically as stock indexes explaining the market are poor proxies as a 

variable explaining risk in CAPM. 

Equation 14 – Capital Asset Pricing Model 

 

, where Ri = Required return on asset i 

Rf = Riskless rate 

βi = Risk of asset i 

Rm – Rf = Market risk premium 

                                                 
21 Elton, Gruber, Brown and Goetzmann chapter 15. 
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In chapter 5.1 till 5.3 all the variables to include in the Capital Asset Pricing Model has been 

computed. When applying this data to Equation 14 (CAPM formula) the cost of equity for the 

first 5 years and the terminal value is calculated. Input for the riskless rate is found in Table 19. 

Table 20 – Cost of equity 

Input

βe 0,8520      

Rm ‐ Rf 6,26 %

Output
2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

Re 11,57 % 11,18 % 10,79 % 10,40 % 10,00 %

For terminal value
Re 10,78 %  

5.4.2. Arbitrage Pricing Theory 

Arbitrage Pricing Theory is based on the law of one price, thus no arbitrage is possible. The 

model does not have the same assumptions as the CAPM and can therefore considered being 

more general and flexible. Though assumption (8) and (9) from CAPM regarding homogeneity of 

expectations still apply for the Arbitrage Pricing Theory. As the CAPM is a single-index model, 

the APT model is a multi-index model, i.e. additional indexes are included in the model, and this 

induces other difficulties than when using a single-index model like those discussed in the section 

underneath. Variables to include in the APT model could be financial market and macroeconomic 

data such as including additional stock indexes and/or resources indexes like metals, oil and so 

on, change in consumer price index (inflation) and change in gross domestic product (growth in 

the economy). 

Equation 15 – Arbitrage Pricing Theory model 

. …  

, where Ri = Return on asset i 

ai = Return on asset i if rest of indexes equals zero 

Ij = Value of index j 
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bij = Asset i’s sensitivity to index j 

ei = Random error 

However the flexibility of the model can be a weakness in practice, as there are neither academic 

agreement nor agreement by practitioners over which variables to include in the model. In fact 

the user is free to specify which variables to include, and this is a practical problem which easily 

can lead to model misspecification. Alternatively, including lots of variables in a multi-index 

model increases historical explanation but could seriously compromise the forecasting 

performance of the model. This is one important argument against using Arbitrage Pricing 

Theory as estimating required return is the primary goal of the model.    

From the strategic analysis in chapter 3 and the financial statement analysis in chapter 4 some 

variables that influences the value of the Ekornes stock is identified. Variables that could be used 

to estimate the required return for Ekornes Group using the APT model in addition to risk free 

rate and the Oslo All-share index are growth in the economy and currency exchange rates.  

As mentioned in the CAPM subchapter, there are some theoretical difficulties using CAPM to 

estimate the required rate of return yet there are some practical advantages by using CAPM rather 

than ATP as mentioned in this subchapter. Consequently CAPM will be used in the process to 

calculate the cost of capital for Ekornes Group. 

5.5. Cost of debt 

The last component in calculating Ekornes cost of capital is calculating the cost of debt. The cost 

of debt is going to be calculated by applying the capital asset pricing model derived in Equation 

14. Debt holders bear less risk than shareholders and therefore the risk (beta) of debt is low; debt 

holders have higher security for their investment than shareholders and are prioritized in case of 

bankruptcy. As mentioned in chapter 5.4.1., one of the assumptions of CAPM is the possibility of 

lending and borrowing at the risk free rate and in this situation the debt beta would be zero. 

Nonetheless this is an unrealistic assumption; you can lend (buy government bills) but not borrow 

at the risk free rate in practice and the observed debt beta of blue-chip companies are usually in 

the range of 0.1 – 0.322.  

                                                 
22 Brealey, Myers & Allen. p. 455 
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Ekornes does not have any marketable debt, bonds, and therefore calculating the company’s debt 

beta is very intricate and the debt beta is set by an assumption based on the range discussed 

above. In this valuation case the debt beta is assumed to be 0.3. Input for the riskless rate is found 

in Table 19. 

Table 21 – Cost of debt 

Input

βd 0,3

Rm ‐ Rf 6,26 %

Output
2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

Rd 8,12 % 7,72 % 7,33 % 6,94 % 6,55 %

For terminal value
Rd 7,32 %  

As mentioned previously in this report, there are currently difficulties in the money and capital 

market. This will increase the probability of wrongly estimating the cost of debt. As explained 

under the heading of cost of equity, CAPM relies on many assumptions of which some not being 

met in the money and capital market at the moment. The money and capital market can be 

described as not being efficient. However, the cost of debt calculated in this chapter is considered 

the best estimate and will be used to calculate the cost of capital. 

5.6. Weighted average cost of capital 

To determine the cost of capital for Ekornes Group the after tax weighted average cost of capital 

(WACC) is being used. The WACC calculated in this subchapter will be used to discount the 

future cash flow estimated in chapter 6 in order to determine the value of Ekornes Group. The 

WACC is described in Equation 16. 

Equation 16 – Weighted average cost of capital  

  1  

, where WACC = Weighted average cost of capital 

D = Debt target  
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E = Equity target  

V = E + D  

Tm = Marginal tax rate 

According to Ekornes annual reports the company has a target weight for equity and debt 0.5 

respectively. However, according to the historical analysis in chapter 4 the ratios have been 

somewhat stable for number of years at 0.9 and 0.1 respectively. As the debt-equity ratio has not 

increased significantly I’m assuming an increased debt-equity ratio is not a priority for Ekornes. 

The economical climate for increasing the debt of Ekornes is not great at the moment, due to 

reasons discussed in previous chapters. 

With both these facts in mind I do not believe that Ekornes is going to increase its debt to equity 

ratio on a short term basis and I’ll therefore use the historical ratios as Ekornes equity and debt 

targets.  

Input for the cost of equity and cost of debt can be found in Table 20 and Table 21. 

Table 22 – Weighted average cost of capital 

Input

Tm 28 %

E 0,9
D 0,1
V 1
Output

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

WACC 11,00 % 10,62 % 10,24 % 9,86 % 9,47 %

For terminal value
WACC  10,23 %  

For the WACC used to calculate the terminal value, I’ll use the same target weights for debt and 

equity ratios. I believe that on a long term basis Ekornes will not meet their goal of having an 

equity ratio of 0.5.  

The WACC used to discount the terminal value is estimated to be 7.14 %. 
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5.7. Conclusion – Sub research question  
The main purpose of this chapter was to arbitrate the cost of capital for Ekornes Group in order to 

give an answer to the sub research question and consequently the research question of this thesis.   

The theoretical framework discussed in this chapter largely revolves around the economic theory 

of perfect markets. In practice however, the stock, money or capital market cannot be defined to 

be perfect in the view of economical theory. The thesis assumes, like economic theory, that 

markets are in fact perfect.  

Part 1 through 5 of this chapter discuss the key components used to forecast the cost of capital 

and the concluding calculations in each sub chapter is presumed to be best estimate, respectively.  

By these statements the cost of capital calculations in part 6 of this chapter are believed to be the 

correct cost of capital for Ekornes Group, and the most accurate cost of capital on the base date 

for the valuation. 

In a broader study additional models of deriving the future risk free rate could be applied in 

combination with different and supplementary capital asset pricing models in order to derive the 

cost of capital for Ekornes Group.  
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6. Valuation 
This chapter is going to answer the main research question of this thesis which is “What is the 

theoretical value of Ekornes Group?”. While it is possible to measure the value of Ekornes in 

different scenarios, such as in case of mergers and acquisitions, delisting from the stock exchange 

and liquidation value, the thesis assumes that Ekornes Group continues to be sole enterprise 

without any going concern, listed on the Oslo Stock Exchange.   

6.1. Choice of model 
There are 3 main models of valuing the firm.  

1. Discounted free cash flows (DCF). 

2. Valuation by multiples. 

3. Valuation by real options. 

Model 3 values a firm by using real options. Real options use the basics of valuing options, 

replicating a portfolio of cash flows that equals the cash flows from the different operations in a 

firm. The technique has merits, but is difficult to implement in practice, as there is difficult to 

identify cash flows that can be used in the replication portfolio. This model is not going to be 

used in order to reach the thesis main objective, nor as a secondary tool for checking the validity 

of the valuation. 

On the other hand model two has merits not only in theory, but also in practice. By valuing a firm 

by multiples, the firm is based on the value of comparable firms. The comparable firm should not 

only conduct business in the same industry, but also be similar in size and capital structure. In the 

case of Ekornes there is one publically traded company in the same market, Hjellegjerde ASA. 

Not only are there few companies in the same sector, but the companies varies too much in 

product segments, size and capital structure. Additionally valuation by multiples assumes the 

market is efficient setting prices for comparables, but the multiple valuation will not take 

different growth rates for the different companies into account. The valuation will be circular, but 

if the market has mispriced the comparable companies also the target of the valuation will be 

mispriced. Multiples can however be useful as a secondary valuation method in order to assure 

precision to the valuation as a whole. In chapter 6.4 multiples will be used find a more precise 

price range of Ekornes Group. 
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Discounted free cash flow model (DCF) is the most commonly used framework for valuing a 

firm and was first introduced by John Burr Williams (1938). The model can be used in different 

variations under mainly two frameworks; either estimate cash flow to all stakeholders (equity and 

debt) or to shareholders (equity only). Both methods yields ultimately the same result if done 

correctly, but it is a more complex process to identify cash flow directly to equity. To minimize 

the risk of over or under valuing Ekornes Group, the first method is applied.  The value of 

Ekornes equity is still estimated by deducting the market value of debt and debt equivalents from 

Ekornes total market value, thus the value equals the combined price of the firm’s stock.   

Equation 17- Discounted free cash flow 

 

In Equation 17 the DCF model is described. Virtually the value of a firm is derived from 

discounting the firm’s future free cash flow (FCF) by the average weighted cost of capital 

(WACC). 

Equation 18 - Free cash flow 

∆     ∆    

Free cash flow is the cash flow available to all stakeholders on both debt and equity. It is based 

on NOPLAT, which is discussed in chapter 4. Depreciation is added back to NOPLAT as there 

are no direct payments connected to depreciation. The change in investments, both working 

capital and net capital investments, is crucial in calculation of FCF; the cash flow to stakeholders 

needs to be adjusted for disposal of assets, depreciation and reinvestments. The definition of 

change in working capital and net investment are defined in Equation 19 and Equation 20. 

Equation 19 - ∆Working capital 

∆          
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Equation 20- ∆Net Investment 

∆  

  ∆      ∆   

 ∆         

Change in capitalized leases and change in investments in intangible assets is calculated in the 

same manner as change in working capital while the change in net capital expenses is defined in 

Equation 21. 

Equation 21 - ∆Net capital expenses 

∆     & &  

6.2. Forecast 
Forecasting is far from an exact science; however it’s a vital part of the stock markets and 

economics in practice. Basically it can be stated that a company’s value is an average of all 

recommendations from analysts covering the firm and their estimations of value that ultimately 

sets the market value of the firm; analysts giving its respective clients a recommendation to buy, 

hold or sell the firms securities. Thus the company’s stocks will be traded and a market price is 

set. The more the company is traded, more analysts cover the firm and more the firm’s value 

creation is scrutinized. 

The forecast horizon in this thesis will be five years. There are arguments for both a short and 

long forecast horizon. Whit a short horizon more of the value of the firm will come from the 

estimate of continuing value (terminal value), and less from the forecast period. Whit a short 

horizon it makes it easier to construct a detailed forecast, and if the continuing value is calculated 

correctly the end results will be the same as with a long forecast period. The forecasts will also be 

simplified, thus only the figures needed to derive the future free cash flow will be estimated. This 

also raises some issues as fewer forecast variables needs broad forecast drivers. For instance 

when forecasting the operating current liabilities and assets multiple forecast drivers and ratios 

are applied, instead in this simplified forecast the entire working capital of Ekornes will be 

forecasted by one forecast driver; total operating costs.   
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The forecast drivers and ratios used to calculate the future NOPLAT and invested capital is 

discussed in chapter 4.6. The specific ratios are specified in Table 13.  

 

The formula for calculating the value of capitalized operating leases is discussed in chapter 4, 

while the interest rate used is the cost of debt calculated in chapter 5. The value calculations for 

capitalized operating leases are included in Appendix 10. After 2013 Ekornes does not have any 

leases according to the information presented in the 2007 annual report. 

In 1000 NOK 2008 2009e 2010e 2011e 2012e 2013e CV Base
Revenues 2 673 100   2 685 744   2 739 593   2 818 658   2 896 791   2 969 790   3 088 581  
Materials ‐676 400     ‐671 436     ‐684 898     ‐704 664     ‐724 198     ‐742 447     ‐772 145    
Salaries ‐676 900     ‐752 008     ‐767 086     ‐789 224     ‐811 101     ‐831 541     ‐864 803    
Cost of goods sold (CGS) ‐1 353 300  ‐1 423 444  ‐1 451 984  ‐1 493 889  ‐1 535 299  ‐1 573 989  ‐1 636 948 

Selling, General and
Administrative (SG&A) ‐737 200     ‐725 151     ‐739 690     ‐761 038     ‐782 134     ‐801 843     ‐833 917    
EBITDA 582 600       537 149     547 919     563 732     579 358     593 958       617 716    
Depreciation ‐119 900     ‐111 552     ‐109 578     ‐111 775     ‐115 001     ‐118 189     ‐121 167    
Operating lease interest 6 380           6 380           3 580           3 580           3 580           3 580          
Adjusted EBITA 469 080       431 977       441 920       455 536       467 937       479 349       496 549      
Operating cash taxes ‐150 809     ‐133 913     ‐136 995     ‐141 216     ‐145 060     ‐148 598     ‐153 930    
NOPLAT 318 271       298 064       304 925       314 320       322 876       330 751       342 619      

In 1000 NOK 2008 2009e 2010e 2011e 2012e 2013e
Operating working capital 138 800       563 442       574 418       590 780       607 213       622 610      
Net property, pant and
equipment       929 600  913 153     931 462     958 344     984 909     1 009 729  
Capitalized operating leases         21 265  15 323       10 940       8 803         6 287         3 360          
Intangible assets         99 400  107 430     109 584     112 746     115 872     118 792      
Invested capital 1 189 065   1 599 348   1 626 403   1 670 674   1 714 281   1 754 490  

Table 23 - Forecasted NOPLAT and Invested capital 
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Table 24 - Analysis of forecast 

Analysis 2009e 2010e 2011e 2012e 2013e
ROIC 25,07 % 19,07 % 19,33 % 19,33 % 19,29 %

Decomposition
Gross margin 47,00 % 47,00 % 47,00 % 47,00 % 47,00 %
SG&A ratio 26,76 % 26,87 % 26,87 % 26,88 % 26,88 %
Depreciation ratio 4,15 % 4,00 % 3,97 % 3,97 % 3,98 %
Operating working 
capital ratio 0,05             0,21             0,20             0,20             0,20            
Fixed assets ratio 0,39             0,38             0,37             0,37             0,37            
Operating margin 16,08 % 16,13 % 16,16 % 16,15 % 16,14 %
Capital turns 2,26             1,71             1,73             1,73             1,73            
Pre‐tax ROIC 36,33 % 27,63 % 28,01 % 28,01 % 27,96 %
Cash tax rate 31,00 % 31,00 % 31,00 % 31,00 % 31,00 %
ROIC 25,07 % 19,07 % 19,33 % 19,33 % 19,29 %

 

In Table 24 an analysis of ROIC and the decomposition of ROIC into the specific value drivers 

are provided, as in the analysis of profitability in chapter 4. In 2009 the ROIC is at the same level 

as 2008, which is mainly due to a high capital turnover rate. More specifically the low operating 

working capital is the main component leading to the high ROIC in 2009. For the rest of the 

forecast period a lower operating margin combined with lower capital turns contributes to a 

forecasted ROIC of approximately 19 % throughout. The forecasted ROIC is lower than in the 

historical analysis, but can still be considered high compared to empirical evidence of other 

companies23. 

Economical profits have also been calculated for the forecast period. Also this calculation is 

based on the analysis of profitability in chapter 4. 

Table 25 - Forecasted economical profits 

2009e 2010e 2011e 2012e 2013e
ROIC ‐ WACC 14,07 % 8,45 % 9,09 % 9,47 % 9,82 %
Economical profit 167 283kr     135 089kr   147 808kr   158 215kr   168 323kr    

As in chapter 4 ROIC is based on invested capital on January 1st, thus making the spread between 

ROIC and WACC will be larger in 2009. This is also reflected in Ekornes economical profits for 

2009. The yearly increase in economical profits from 2010 to 2013 is largely the result of a slight 
                                                 
23 McKinsey pp. 144 - 152 
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yearly increase in forecasted ROIC and a slight yearly decrease in the forecasted WACC. The 

forecasted economical profits are considerable lower than the average in the historical analysis, 

however these large economical profits was mainly due to a historical low WACC in this period.  

6.3. Valuation 
The procedure to calculate the free cash flow is described in chapter 6.1 by the equations defined 

there. The basis for the forecasted FCF calculations can be found in Table 22.  

The base date of this valuation is Jan 1st 2009, and the discount factors are calculated 

accordingly. The weighted average cost of capital used to calculate the discount factors are found 

in Table 21. 

Table 26 - Forecasted FCF 

In 1000 NOK 2009e 2010e 2011e 2012e 2013e
NOPLAT 298 064    304 925    314 320    322 876    330 751   
Depreciation 111 552    109 578    111 775    115 001    118 189   
Gross cash flow 409 616    414 503    426 095    437 878    448 940   

Investment in operating
working capital ‐424 642   ‐10 976     ‐16 362     ‐16 433     ‐15 397    
Net capital expenses ‐95 105     ‐127 887   ‐138 657   ‐141 567   ‐143 009  
Investment in capitalized
operating leases 5 942         4 383         2 136         2 516         2 927        
Investment in intangibles ‐8 030       ‐2 154       ‐3 163       ‐3 125       ‐2 920      
Gross investment ‐521 834  ‐136 634 ‐156 046 ‐158 609 ‐158 398  

Free cash flow (FCF) ‐112 219  277 869  270 049  279 269  290 542   
Discount factor 0,9009      0,8172      0,7465      0,6866      0,6360     
Present value FCF ‐101 099  227 081  201 581  191 747  184 771   
Present value  704 080   

 

While the present value of the projected is approximately MNOK 704, it is obvious that the 

continued value is significant in the estimation of the value of Ekornes Group.  

Continuing value (CV) is defined in Equation 22. Continuing value relies solely on four 

variables; (1) NOPLAT in a normalized year, the forecasted NOPLAT under CV base in Table 

23, (2) Return on New Invested Capital (RONIC), (3) the expected growth rate for NOPLAT in 

perpetuity and (4) the forecasted constant WACC in Table 22.  
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Equation 22 - Continuing value 

 
1

 

The base for calculating continuing value is NOPLAT in a normalized state. In the forecast for 

the NOPLAT in CV base a growth rate of 4 % in sales are expected as 4 % is a reasonable 

assumption to determine the mid-cycle revenue growth of Ekornes. The normalized growth in 

advanced economies can also be stated to be approximately 4 %. Ekornes could outperform the 

economy as a whole on a long term, but such an assumption would be overly optimistic. 

Therefore 4 % will be used as the growth rate in the calculation of continuing value. Alternative 

growth rates will be explored in the sensitivity analysis in chapter 6.5.   

RONIC is the expected return on new invested capital, basically it can be considered the 

company’s projected ROIC. In chapter 4 the relationship between NOPLAT, ROIC and WACC 

was discussed in order for the company to obtain economical profits. A ROIC larger than WACC 

assumes that the company is able to turn economic profits, while a ROIC that equals WACC will 

assume perfect competition in the theoretical framework. The projected ROIC in the forecast 

period is approximately 19 %. The RONIC used to calculate continuing value is set at 19 %.This 

thesis assumes that the forecasted WACC is the best estimate available, thus the growth rate in 

NOPLAT and RONIC are the most uncertain forecasts made. The sensitivity analysis in chapter 

6.6 will explore different values of Ekornes using different WACC, RONIC and growth rate. 

In order to determine the value at the base date continuing value needs to be discounted. The 

discount factor used can be found in Table 26 under the heading 2013. As mentioned in the 

discussion in chapter 6.1 the total value of Ekornes Group is calculated. In order to derive the 

value of Ekornes’ equity, and consequently the share price, adjustments concerning debt and non 

operating assets are needed. The market value of debt is subtracted and is defined as debt and 

debt equivalents. The market value of non operating assets is added, and is defined as Ekornes 

long term investments. Both figures can be found Table 4. 
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Table 27 - Valuation summary 

Valuation summary
g 4 %
RONIC 19 %
WACC 10,23 %
Number of shares 36 828            
In 1000 NOK
Continuing value 4 344 947kr    
PV of continuing value 2 763 189kr    
PV of FCF 704 080kr       
Total Value 3 467 269kr    

Value of debt ‐95 736kr         
Non operating assets 16 300kr         
Value of equity 3 387 833kr    

Value per share 91,99kr           
 

The value of Ekornes Group’s equity per share is approximately NOK 92,-. The quoted value of 

Ekornes’ shares on the Oslo Stock Exchange on the base date was NOK 67,-.  

In the next two subchapters the validity of this result is checked. 

6.4. Multiple analysis and valuation  
Comparables can be used in enterprise valuation as described in chapter 6.1. In this thesis 

valuation by multiples is only used as a complementary method in order to help validate the 

result in chapter 6.3 

Frequently applied multiples are price-to-EBITA, price-to-earnings (P/E) and price-to-book 

(value of equity) (P/B). P/E does not differentiate between operational and non operation profits, 

making it less reliable in a valuation framework. Economic value, the value of debt and debt 

equivalents should be added to the market value of equity in order to obtain an unlevered EBITA 

multiple. This requires a reorganized balance sheet for the comparables, to for instance calculate 

the value of operating leases. Moreover possible forecasted values for the comparable companies 

should be used to calculate the multiples, making them forward looking. In this thesis however, 

such estimates are not possible to obtain under the delimitation and scope of the thesis. As a 

result this thesis will use price-to-EBITA instead of economic-value-to-EBITA and all multiples 

computed will be trailing multiples.  
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 As previously stated there are few companies listed on Oslo Stock Exchange that can be defined 

as a comparable to Ekornes Group. Hjellegjerde ASA is the only company doing business in the 

same market, but it is not similar in size or capital structure. Furthermore Hjellegjerde ASA has 

delivered negative results for the two previous years so P/EBITA and P/E are rendered useless to 

provide any meaningful comparable multiples. 

Nevertheless, some comparable multiples can be obtained on international stock exchanges. 

However, this raises some further concerns regarding different rules and regulations on 

accounting figures in addition to the noted difficulties regards to the similarity of the 

comparables.  

Comparable firms have been collected through Yahoo!® Finance Industry Center: Home 

Furnishings & Fixtures, where also the firm’s financials and historical market information are 

collected. The respective companies are all listed on the American market. Tempur Pedic 

International Inc. (TPX), Hooker Furniture Corp. (HOFT) and Ethan Allen Interiors Inc. (ETH) 

are listed on the New York Stock Exchange. Flexsteel Industries Inc. (FLXS) and Stanley 

Furniture Co. Inc. (STLY) are listed the NASDAQ stock exchange. Tempur and Ethan Allen are 

the closest comparables regarding size, while Hooker Furniture, Flexsteel and Stanley Furniture 

are the closest regarding product mix. There are more companies listed under “Home Furnishings 

& Fixtures” that could be considered a comparable to Ekornes with regards to product mix and 

size, however they are not producing profits rendering them useless for price-to-earnings and 

price-to-EBITA multiples. The average value of the chosen companies in NOK are 1 613 844 by 

the exchange rate on January 1st 2009. 
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Table 28 - Multiple analysis 

In 1000 NOK Market value Price Earnings EBITA Book value Shares 
Ekornes Group  2 467 476kr      67,00kr        347 600kr    469 080kr    1 103 500kr   36 828         

Tempur  530 998$          7,09$           58 868$       132 545$     72 443$         74 894         
Flexsteel 46 690$            7,10$           4 236$         8 065$         112 752$       6 576           
Hooker 86 949$            8,08$           19 655$       31 169$       140 826$       10 761         
Ethan Allen  413 411$          14,37$         58 072$       103 891$     375 773$       28 769         
Stanley  81 623$            7,90$           3 736$         8 536$         103 108$       10 332         

EPS EBITA/S BPS P/E P/EBITA P/B
Ekornes Group  9,44                    12,74            29,96            7,10              5,26                 2,24             

Tempur  0,79                    1,77              0,97              9,02              4,01                 7,33             
Flexsteel 0,64                    1,23              17,15            11,02            5,79                 0,41             
Hooker 1,83                    2,90              13,09            4,42              2,79                 0,62             
Ethan Allen  2,02                    3,61              13,06            7,12              3,98                 1,10             
Stanley  0,36                    0,83              9,98              21,85            9,56                 0,79             
Average ex. Ekornes Group 10,69            5,23                 2,05             

 

Comparing the average multiples with the computed multiples for Ekornes, the industry P/EBITA 

almost equals Ekornes’ multiple. The industry P/E will evaluate Ekornes higher than the market 

value at January 1st 2009, on the contrary the industry P/B will evaluate Ekornes lower. In Table 

29 Ekornes value will be estimated by the calculated multiples.  

 

Table 29 - Valuation by multiples 

P/E P/EBITA P/B
Multiple 10,69          5,23             2,05            
Value per share 100,86kr    66,55kr      61,44kr     

Average value 76,29kr     
 

The multiples indicate a low price of a NOK 61.44 (P/B) and a high price of NOK 100.86 (P/E). 

The calculated price with the industry P/EBITA is close to the traded price on Ekornes. Not only 

are the price closest with this multiple, the multiple also has the lowest standard deviation (2.65). 

The P/E multiple has a standard deviation of 6.7, making it the most unreliable in statistical 

terms. The average value per share is NOK 76.29.  
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The value of Ekornes calculated in chapter 6.3 lies within the range of the multiple analysis. By 

that definition the price of NOK 91.99 per share is verified by the multiple analysis as a probable 

value of Ekornes’ shares.     

6.5. Sensitivity analysis 
Sensitivity analysis is an important tool for integrity checking the valuation results. This thesis 

uses a simplified valuation model with a short forecast horizon (5 years), thus the continuing 

value makes up most of the estimated value for Ekornes. The sensitivity analysis will 

consequently be based on the continuing value. Equation 21 defines the key drivers for 

continuing value. These key drivers, WACC, RONIC and growth rate will be used in modeling 

hypothetical values for Ekornes.    

The sensitivity analysis in Table 26 is based on a WACC no lower than 7 % and no higher than 

14 %. In this WACC range also the RONIC and growth rate is varied by +(-) 4 % points and +(-) 

2 % points. 

Table 30 - Sensitivity analysis 

WACC RONIC g
Value
per share WACC RONIC g

Value
per share

7 % 15 % 2 % 119,51      11 % 15 % 2 % 73,93        
7 % 17 % 3 % 138,77      11 % 17 % 3 % 77,87        
7 % 19 % 4 % 172,66      11 % 19 % 4 % 83,69        
7 % 21 % 5 % 242,35      11 % 21 % 5 % 92,09        
7 % 23 % 6 % 454,26      11 % 23 % 6 % 104,42     
8 % 15 % 2 % 102,42      12 % 15 % 2 % 68,24        
8 % 17 % 3 % 114,41      12 % 17 % 3 % 71,10        
8 % 19 % 4 % 133,73      12 % 19 % 4 % 75,35        
8 % 21 % 5 % 167,22      12 % 21 % 5 % 81,36        
8 % 23 % 6 % 235,61      12 % 23 % 6 % 89,84        
9 % 15 % 2 % 90,21         13 % 15 % 2 % 63,58        
9 % 17 % 3 % 98,17         13 % 17 % 3 % 65,68        
9 % 19 % 4 % 110,38      13 % 19 % 4 % 68,86        
9 % 21 % 5 % 129,65      13 % 21 % 5 % 73,31        
9 % 23 % 6 % 162,73      13 % 23 % 6 % 79,43        
10 % 15 % 2 % 81,06         14 % 15 % 2 % 59,69        
10 % 17 % 3 % 86,57         14 % 17 % 3 % 61,26        
10 % 19 % 4 % 94,81         14 % 19 % 4 % 63,67        
10 % 21 % 5 % 107,12      14 % 21 % 5 % 67,05        
10 % 23 % 6 % 126,29      14 % 23 % 6 % 71,62          
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The WACC of 10.23 % for continuing value can be viewed as reasonable and conservative as the 

risk free rate continue to drop in the US, EU, UK and Norway. Also, the risk of Ekornes is low 

which contributes to lower cost of capital. A significantly higher WACC seems to be an unlikely 

scenario. 

The projected RONIC and growth rate are however less precise and have a great impact on the 

estimated value of Ekornes as indicated in Table 30 and Figure 10.  
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Figure 10- Sensitivity analysis 

As mentioned in chapter 6.3, the share price of Ekornes on January 1st 2009 was NOK 67,-. 

Given that RONIC equals WACC, the minimum WACC in continuing value based on the traded 

price is 11.8%. Using the projected RONIC and growth rate as in the valuation in chapter 6.3 the 

WACC for the continuing value is 13.35%. These scenarios, no growth and high WACC, seems 

to be unlikely, of reasons previously discussed. Thus the market value of Ekornes could be 

undervalued.  

Looking at the trade statistics for Oslo Stock Exchange, the Ekornes stock was traded for MNOK 

915. This equals 0.04% of the total trade of the stock exchange and a turnover of the Ekornes 

stock based on the market value on end of year 2008 of 0.37. While the 25 most liquid stocks on 

the stock exchange stood for 88 % of the total trade and averaged a turnover of 2.79 times their 

market value on end of year. This means that the Ekornes stock is not very liquid, on both in a 

Norwegian and international perspective. Stocks with low liquidity have a larger probability of 

being priced incorrectly and therefore the market value could be under or over estimated.  

The histogram in Figure 11 displays the share price of Ekornes throughout 2008.  
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Figure 11 - Histogram 

The low and high was respectively NOK 52.00 and NOK 99.75 with an average of NOK 81.35 

and a median of 84.75. This would mean that the estimated value in chapter 6.3 could be 

considered reasonably, but in the high end relative to the share prices in 2008. 

In chapter 5, a relationship between the return on Ekornes and the return on the market was 

established. The relationship between share price and index value can be used as tool in 

validating valuation results. The relationship is described in the regression in Equation 23. 

Equation 23 - EKO vs. OSEAX 

   

When applied on the stock and index data from May 2nd 1995 through December 31st 2008 

returns; 78.2468 0,0871 . The regression has only a R2 of 

approximately 0.11, which indicates that the market only explains 11% of the market price of 

Ekornes. The high t-test value and low p-value of the beta indicates that the market is significant 

for the development in the share price of Ekornes.  

101.10 78.2468 0,0871 285,1792 

The regression suggests a share price of approximately NOK 101, a price higher than both the 

traded price of Ekornes and the value estimated in chapter 6.3. The low and high were 

respectively NOK 46.00 and NOK 338.00 with an average of NOK 97.28 and a median of 85.50 

in the time series used in the regression analysis. 
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7. Conclusion 
The purpose of this thesis was to undertake an historical financial analysis in order to do a 

valuation of Ekornes Group. The first part of this thesis, chapters 1 through 4, discussed the 

historical performance of Ekornes and the company’s strategic position. 

The historical analysis shows that Ekornes has had slight negative change in both share price and 

financial performance. Looking at the economical measures of profitability, Ekornes has 

performed well, producing high economical profits.  

Ekornes also has a competitive advantage as it is mainly financed by equity in a time where debt 

financing is hard to acquire. The cut in dividend ratio suggests a further high degree of equity 

financing in the future. This fact has been applied in the calculation of Ekornes weighted average 

cost of capital, assuming a capital structure in the future that equals the historical capital 

structure.  

The sub research question in this thesis was to do an in-depth analysis in order to calculate a cost 

of capital that can be considered to be the best current estimate. After the base date for the 

valuation, January 1st 2009, most central banks have cut their rates. This will affect the cost of 

capital for Ekornes, and it can be assumed that the cost of capital is reduced after the base date.    

A danger with estimating the future is relying too much on historical information, thus 

extrapolating the past into the future. This could seriously impact the valuation of a company, i.e. 

overestimating the company after a period of high growth and underestimating the company after 

a period of low growth.  

I believe the report does neither. The thesis applies low growth rate for the near future as 

advanced economies are headed into an economic cyclical downturn, while increasing the long 

term growth rate to a normalized level. The author still believes there are vast uncertainties to 

predicting the future performance of Ekornes, although the estimated value is thought to be the 

best current estimate.  

The discounted free cash flow model applied to the case of Ekornes Group indicates an equity 

value of approximately NOK 3.4 billion, NOK 91.99 per share.  The estimated value of Ekornes 

Group is higher than the value which the company was trading at on the base date. The 

theoretical value indicates that Ekornes Group could be undervalued by the market. 
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When applying multiples to valuate Ekornes Group the industry multiples advocate a value 

between NOK 61.44 and NOK 100.86 per share. The multiples by themselves are not good 

measures for valuating a company; however, they are useful as tool for checking the validity of 

the results from the discounted free cash flow model.   

The sensitivity analysis supports the hypothesis that Ekornes could be undervalued by the market. 

Two main scenarios can be drawn from the sensitivity analysis and the listed market value; (1) In 

order to obtain a value of NOK 67.- per share the implied weighted average cost of capital would 

be significantly higher than the estimation in chapter 5, (2) the market expect a significant drop in 

revenues combined by a slightly higher weighted cost of capital. Both these scenarios must be 

seen as unlikely, even in the current economic climate.     

The describing statistics and the statistic test in the sensitivity analysis also suggest that the listed 

market value of Ekornes Group could be undervalued, thus supporting the estimated value of 

NOK 91.99 per share.  

The main conclusion drawn from the different analytical tools is that the value estimated by the 

discounted free cash flow method is the theoretical value of Ekornes Group. If a recommendation 

on a position in Ekornes ASA stock should be made on the basis of this thesis, it would advocate 

a buy recommendation.  

The scope of this thesis limits the use of comparables in most levels of this paper. In a broader 

study the use of comparables on every level of the analysis and valuation could enhance the 

quality of the results. However, that aspect could be introduced in another study of Ekornes 

Group.  
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Appendix 1 – Historical income statement 
 

Historical Income Statement ‐ 1000 NOK
2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008e

Sales revenue 2 010 922    2 245 502    2 290 418    2 505 123    2 571 298    2 673 100   
Other income 1 522            2 041            1 094            2 157            2 295           
Total operating revenues 2 012 444    2 247 543    2 291 512    2 507 280    2 573 593    2 673 100   
Materials ‐525 209      ‐516 200      ‐546 748      ‐574 957      ‐646 743      ‐676 400     
Salaries ‐531 121      ‐605 927      ‐638 898      ‐698 859      ‐700 881      ‐728 800     
Bonus reversal ‐                ‐                ‐                ‐                ‐                51 900         
Depreciation ‐72 051        ‐83 850        ‐86 920        ‐91 231        ‐95 828        ‐119 900     
Other operating expenses ‐475 518      ‐553 611      ‐591 479      ‐628 859      ‐665 047      ‐737 200     
Total operating expenses ‐1 603 899  ‐1 759 588  ‐1 864 045  ‐1 993 906  ‐2 108 499  ‐2 210 400 
Operating result 408 545       487 955       427 467       513 373       465 094       462 700      
Financial income 4 961            3 713            3 638            5 874            8 098            9 678           
Gains/losses currency exchange 10 412          3 894            14 657          ‐12 099        ‐23 733        37 500         
Financial expenses ‐2 994          ‐2 978          ‐4 225          ‐4 609          ‐5 328          ‐12 878       
Net financial items 12 379          4 629            14 070          ‐10 834        ‐20 964        34 300         
Pre‐tax profit 420 924       492 584       441 537       502 539       444 130       497 000      
Tax ‐121 112      ‐157 860      ‐138 359      ‐158 825      ‐134 142      ‐149 400     
Profit 299 812       334 724       303 178       343 714       309 988       347 600        
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Appendix 2 – Historical balance sheet 

 

 

Historical Balance Sheet ‐ 1000 NOK
Assets 31.12 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008e
Other current assets 36 958          37 721          35 459          31 410          34 419          35 800         
Cash and bank deposits 193 570       232 457       213 402       324 627       208 226       149 200      
Forward contracts 126 777       140 069       93 578          ‐                86 960          ‐               
Accounts receivable 236 856       261 258       299 902       331 812       371 765       402 300      
Inventory 180 784       207 386       224 544       222 204       213 113       285 200      
Total current assets 774 944       878 890       866 885       910 053       914 483       872 500      
Financial fixed assets 11 453          13 699          21 517          19 500          19 211          16 300         
Deferred tax assets ‐                ‐                ‐                7 500            ‐               
Software and licenses 5 130            4 320            14 891          12 289          26 083          99 400         
Total intangible assets 5 130            4 320            14 891          19 789          26 083          99 400         
Operating movables 40 177          42 490          29 432          37 613          36 881         
Machinery and equipment 210 914       216 293       249 093       250 885       256 024      
Sites, buildings, ect. 467 913       490 339       494 765       487 142       562 915      
Total tangible assets 719 004       749 122       773 290       775 640       855 820       929 600      
Total fixed assets 735 587       767 141       809 698       814 929       901 114       1 045 300   
Total assets 1 510 531    1 646 032    1 676 583    1 724 982    1 815 597    1 917 800   

Debt and Equity 31.12 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008e
Other current liabilities 122 808       137 211       158 513       201 060       210 773       176 900      
Forward contracts 0 ‐                ‐                3 820            ‐                297 000      
Company taxes payable 93 126          123 638       105 424       129 998       94 971          106 277      
Public charges payable 35 680          34 973          36 175          63 727          57 036          47 023         
Accounts payable 96 453          83 112          113 585       94 322          109 183       106 500      
Total current liabilities 348 067       378 934       413 697       492 927       471 963       733 700      
Long‐term liabilities 50 100          45 300          50 775          46 875          40 575          52 300         
Deferred tax 8 854            9 797            32 196          ‐                15 456          6 229           
Long‐term pension commitments 10 976          9 958            15 157          25 721          22 171          22 171         
Total long‐term liabilities 69 930          65 055          98 128          72 596          78 202          80 700         
Total liabilities 417 997       443 989       511 825       565 523       550 165       814 400      
Other equity 755 562       638 996       675 036       734 153       778 771       892 300      
Hedging reserve ‐                ‐                ‐701              3 748            ‐1 109          ‐213 900     
Translation difference 126 777       140 069       67 377          ‐2 750          62 611         
Total retained earnings 882 339       779 065       741 712       735 151       840 273       678 400      
Other equity deposits ‐                ‐                ‐                1 267            2 013            1 952           
Premium reserve 175 823       386 321       386 320       386 321       386 321       386 321      
Own shares ‐106              ‐168              ‐101              ‐106              ‐2                 
Share capital 34 478          36 827          36 827          36 827          36 827          36 827         
Total contributed equity 210 195       422 979       423 046       424 308       425 159       425 100      
Total equity 1 092 534    1 202 044    1 164 758    1 159 459    1 265 432    1 103 500   
Total equity and liabilities 1 510 531    1 646 032    1 676 583    1 724 982    1 815 597    1 917 900   
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Appendix 3 – Supporting calculations to chapter 4.3 (1) 
Operating leases

Years left Rent Years left Rent Years left Rent Years left Rent Years left Rent Years left Rent
Hareid 7 2800 6 2800 5 2800 4 2800 3 2800 2 2800
Tynes** 4 1470 3 1470 2 1470 1 1470 0 0
Somerset, NJ, USA 11 3580 10 3580 9 3580 8 3580 7 3580 6 3580
Total rent 7850 7850 7850 7850 6380 6380

2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008e

Value, Hareid 15 272        13 763       11 571       9 118         6 960         5 053        
Value, Tynes 5 061           3 972         2 712         1 391        
Value, Somerset 27 247        26 173       23 384       19 661       16 900       16 212      
Total value 47 580        43 907       37 668       30 170       23 859       21 265      

* Not specified in annual accounts. Assuming same lease data as in 2005.
** Adjusted lease life time. Assumed canceled in 2007; not specified in annual accounts.

2008e2003* 2004* 2005 2006 2007
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Appendix 4 – Supporting calculations to chapter 4.3 (2) – Reconciliation to net earnings.  
 

Alternative method for control
Historical NOPLAT 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008e
Net earnings 334 724         303 178         343 714         309 988        347 600       
Increase in deferred taxes 943                 22 399           ‐39 696          22 956          ‐9 227          
Adjusted net income 335 667         325 577         304 018         332 944        338 373       

After‐tax interest expense 2 144              3 042              3 318              3 836            9 272           
After‐tax lease expense 5 652              5 652              5 652              4 594            4 594           
Loss (gain) on currency ‐2 804            ‐10 553          8 711              17 088          ‐27 000       
Total income to investors 340 659         323 718         321 700         358 462        325 239       

After‐tax interest income ‐2 673            ‐2 619            ‐4 229            ‐5 831           ‐6 968          
NOPLAT 337 986         321 099         317 470         352 631        318 271       
 

Appendix 5 – Supporting calculations to chapter 4.4. – Historical cost of capital 
βe 0,852042

βd 0,3

Rm‐Rf 6,26 %

Tax rate 28 %
2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008

Rf 2,17 % 1,80 % 2,32 % 3,83 % 5,02 % 5,42 %

Re 7,50 % 7,13 % 7,65 % 9,16 % 10,35 % 10,75 %

Rd 4,05 % 3,68 % 4,20 % 5,71 % 6,90 % 7,29 %

Debt ratio 0,09 0,08 0,08 0,08 0,06 0,08
Equity ratio 0,91 0,92 0,92 0,92 0,94 0,92
WACC 7,09 % 6,80 % 7,29 % 8,75 % 10,01 % 10,31 %
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Appendix 6 – Data matrix for term structure models in chapter 5 
 

 

 

 

 

Base date 01.01.2009
Date of payment 18.03.2009 15.05.2009 16.05.2009 19.05.2009 22.05.2009 17.06.2009 16.09.2009 16.12.2009 15.05.2010 16.05.2010 19.05.2010 22.05.2010 15.05.2011 16.05.2011
Time to payment 0,2082192 0,3671233 0,369863 0,3780822 0,3863014 0,4575342 0,7068493 0,9561644 1,3671233 1,369863 1,3780822 1,3863014 2,3671233 2,369863

Ticker Maturity
Maturity, 
years

Quoted 
yields

Bond 
Price

Payment
Matrix

T‐Bond NST468 15.05.2009 0,367123 0,06187 1,032003 0 1,055 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
T‐Bond NST469 16.05.2011 2,369863 0,054635 1,049066 0 0 0,06 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,06 0 0 0 1,06
T‐Bond NST470 15.05.2013 4,369863 0,052835 1,086981 0 0,065 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,065 0 0 0 0,065 0
T‐Bond NST471 15.05.2015 6,369863 0,05075 1,027242 0 0,05 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,05 0 0 0 0,05 0
T‐Bond NST472 19.05.2017 8,383562 0,050601 0,971747 0 0 0 0,0425 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,0425 0 0 0
T‐Bond NST473 22.05.2019 10,39178 0,059333 0,918261 0 0 0 0 0,045 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,045 0 0
T‐Bill NST02 18.03.2009 0,208219 0,060458 0,987852 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
T‐Bill NST03 17.06.2009 0,457534 0,061611 0,973016 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
T‐Bill NST04 16.09.2009 0,706849 0,061767 0,95852 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
T‐Bill NST05 16.12.2009 0,956164 0,061767 0,944304 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

19.05.2011 22.05.2011 15.05.2012 19.05.2012 22.05.2012 15.05.2013 19.05.2013 22.05.2013 15.05.2014 19.05.2014 22.05.2014 15.05.2015 19.05.2015 22.05.2015 19.05.2016 22.05.2016 19.05.2017 22.05.2017 22.05.2018 22.05.2019
2,3780822 2,3863014 3,369863 3,3808219 3,3890411 4,369863 4,3808219 4,3890411 5,369863 5,3808219 5,3890411 6,369863 6,3808219 6,3890411 7,3835616 7,3917808 8,3835616 8,3917808 9,3917808 10,391781

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0,065 0 0 1,065 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0,05 0 0 0,05 0 0 0,05 0 0 1,05 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0,0425 0 0 0,0425 0 0 0,0425 0 0 0,0425 0 0 0,0425 0 0,0425 0 1,0425 0 0 0
0 0,045 0 0 0,045 0 0 0,045 0 0 0,045 0 0 0,045 0 0,045 0 0,045 0,045 1,045
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Appendix 7 – VBA code used in chapter 5. 
Option Base 1 

 

Function NPV_Yield(y, t, r) 

' Calculates NPV (discrete interest rate) 

' y = payments (vector) 

' t = terms    (vector matching y) 

' r = Interest rate constant 

 

'Number of payments 

Dim n 

n = y.Count 

 

' Calculate the net present value 

Dim i 

NPV_Yield = 0 

For i = 1 To n 

    NPV_Yield = NPV_Yield + y(i) / (1 + r) 
^ t(i) 

Next i 

 

End Function 

 

Function n_t(a, t) 

'Calculates the zero-coupon interest rate 
based on a piecewise linear approximation 

'a is parameters 

't is time 

 

If t < 1 Then 

    n_t = a(1) + a(2) * t 

ElseIf t < 2 Then 

    n_t = a(1) + a(2) + a(3) * (t - 1) 

ElseIf t < 5 Then 

    n_t = a(1) + a(2) + a(3) + a(4) * (t - 2) 

ElseIf t < 10 Then 

    n_t = a(1) + a(2) + a(3) + 3 * a(4) + a(5) 
* (t - 5) 

Else 

    n_t = a(1) + a(2) + a(3) + 3 * a(4) + 5 * 
a(5) + a(6) * (t - 10) 

End If 

 

End Function 

 

Function n_linear(a, b, g, t) 

'Calculates the zero-coupon interest rate 
based on a piecewise linear approximation 

'a,b,g are parameters 

't is time 

 

If t < 1 Then 

    n_linear = a(1) + a(2) * (t - 0) 

ElseIf t < 5 Then 

    n_linear = b(1) + b(2) * (t - 1) 
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Else 

    n_linear = g(1) + g(2) * (t - 5) 

End If 

 

End Function 

 

Function n_2order(a, b, g, t) 

'Calculates the zero-coupon interest rate 
based on a piecewise quadratic 
approximation 

'a,b,g are parameters 

't is time 

 

If t < 1 Then 

    n_2order = a(1) + a(2) * (t - 0) + a(3) * 
(t - 0) ^ 2 

ElseIf t < 5 Then 

    n_2order = b(1) + b(2) * (t - 1) + b(3) * 
(t - 1) ^ 2 

Else 

    n_2order = g(1) + g(2) * (t - 5) + g(3) * 
(t - 5) ^ 2 

End If 

 

End Function 

 

Function n_3order(a, b, g, t) 

'Calculates the zero-coupon interest rate 
based on a piecewise cubic approximation 

'a,b,g are parameters 

't is time 

 

If t < 1 Then 

    n_3order = a(1) + a(2) * (t - 0) + a(3) * 
(t - 0) ^ 2 + a(4) * (t - 0) ^ 3 

ElseIf t < 4 Then 

    n_3order = b(1) + b(2) * (t - 1) + b(3) * 
(t - 1) ^ 2 + b(4) * (t - 1) ^ 3 

Else 

    n_3order = g(1) + g(2) * (t - 4) + g(3) * 
(t - 4) ^ 2 + g(4) * (t - 4) ^ 3 

End If 

 

End Function 
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Appendix 8 – Price errors model I 
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Appendix 9 – Price errors model III 
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Appendix 10 – Forecasted capitalized operating leases  
Operating leases

Years left Rent Years left Rent Years left Rent Years left Rent Years left Rent
Hareid 1 2800 0 0 0 0 0
Somerset, NJ, USA 5 3580 4 3580 3 3580 2 3580 1 3580
Total rent 6380 3580 3580 3580 3580

2009e 2010e 2011e 2012e 2013e
Value, Hareid 2 590        
Value, Somerset 12 733       10 940       8 803         6 287         3 360        
Total value 15 323       10 940       8 803         6 287         3 360        

2009e 2010e 2011e 2012e 2013e
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